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0 Safety Precautions 
 

Warranty Terms and Conditions 
The period of warranty shall commence at the received date of HIWIN product (hereafter called 

“product”) and shall cover a period of 12 months. The warranty does not cover any of the damage and failure 
resulting from:  

 
1. The damage caused by using with the production line or the peripheral equipment not 

constructed by HIWIN.  
2. Operating method, environment and storage specifications not specifically recommended in 

the product manual.  
3. The damage caused by changing installation place, changing working environment, or 

improper transfer after being installed by the professional installer.  
4. Product or peripheral equipment damaged due to collision or accident caused by improper 

operation or installation by the unauthorized staff.  
5. Installing non-genuine HIWIN products.  

 
The following conditions are not covered by the warranty:  

1. Product serial number or date of manufacture (month and year) cannot be verified.  
2. Using non-genuine HIWIN products.  
3. Adding or removing any components into/out the product without authorized.  
4. Any modification of the wiring and the cable of the product. 
5. Any modification of the appearance of the product; removal of the components inside the 

product. e.g., remove the outer cover, product drilling or cutting. 
6. Damage caused by any natural disaster. i.e., fire, earthquake, tsunami, lightning, windstorms 

and floods, tornado, typhoon, hurricane etc. 
HIWIN does not provide any warranty or compensation to all the damage caused by above-mentioned 

circumstances unless the user can prove that the product is defective. 
For more information towards warranty terms and conditions, please contact the technical stuff or the 

dealer who you purchased with. 
 

 

 Improper modification or disassemble the robot might reduce the robot function, stability or lifespan.  
 The end-effector or the cable for devices should be installed and designed by a professional staff to 

avoid damaging the robot and robot malfunction. 
 Please contact the technical stuff for special modification coming from production line set up. 
 For the safety reason, any modification for HIWIN product is strictly prohibited. 
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Safety Precautions 

Safety Information 

 Safety Responsibility and Effect 
1. This chapter explains how to use the robot safely. Be sure to read this chapter carefully before using the 

robot. 
2. The user of the HIWIN industrial robot has responsibility to design and install the safety device meeting 

the industrial safety regulations in order to ensure personal safety. 
3. In compliance with the safety information on industrial robot described in this manual can’t guarantee 

that HIWIN robot will not occur any safety problems. 
4. This machine is defined as a partly completed machinery, the associated hazards must be handled by 

system integrator in accordance with ISO 10218-1/ ISO 10218-2. 
5. A safety-related part of control system (SRP/CS) should conform to the requirement of performance level 

(PL)= d and category 3 according to ISO 13849-1. 
6. The installation for emergency functions shall be defined by the system integrator in accordance with ISO 

10218-1/ ISO 10218-2. 
 
 Safety Operation Principle 
1. Before connecting the power supply for HIWIN industrial robot startup assembly procedure, check 

whether the specification of factory output voltage matches the specification of input voltage of the 
product. If it does not match, ensure to use the corresponding transformer (HIWIN optional 
transformer is recommended). 

2. Emergency Stop button (on Teach Pendant or from external emergency stop switch) must be pressed 
before turning off the power, and then switch off the power switch. 

3. While connecting to the external I/O or the signal, please operate in the condition that the power 
switch is turned off to prevent from a shortcut caused by mistaken touch in the process, and resulting in 
damage. 
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Safety Precautions 

i.General 

All personnel involved in the use or setup of the industrial robot arm must read the safety related 
literature for the robot arm and instruction manual in detail and operate it in accordance with the 
specifications. 
 

  Safety Symbol                                                             

 

 Users must strictly abide by the content description, otherwise it will cause serious casualties. 
 

 

 Users must strictly abide by the content instructions, otherwise it may cause minor injuries or 
equipment damage. 

 

 

 User must strictly abide by the content description, otherwise it may cause poor product 
performance. 

 

  Use Limit                                                                

Robotic arm is prohibited for use in the following environments and uses 
 Personnel carrying purposes 
 Explosive environment 
 Environment without safety precautions 
 Outdoor environment 
 Environment affected by oil, water, dust, etc. 
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ii.Relevant Personnel 

Electrical or mechanical work on industrial robot arms is only permitted by professionals. 

  

 All personnel working on industrial robotic arms must read and understand the manual containing the 
safety section of the system of the robotic arm. 

 

  System Integrator                                                    

Refers to the person who integrates the industrial robot arm into a set of equipment according to 
safety regulations and puts it into operation. 
 
The system integrator is responsible for the following tasks: 
 Install industrial robot arm. 
 Industrial machinery arm related equipment connection work. 
 Risk assessment of the overall system. 
 Use safe guard devices. 
 Confirm that the components used by the safe guard devices are in compliance with regulations. 
 Placement, replacement, setup, operation, maintenance and repair work is only permitted for 

specially trained personnel in accordance with the operating instructions for the components of the 
industrial robot arm. 
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  User                                                             

Users must be professionally trained, have the knowledge and experience in this area, and be familiar 
with the prescribed standards, and thus be able to make a correct judgment of the work to be performed 
and identify potential hazards. 
 

Users can be defined into three categories based on operational permissions: 
1. Operator 
 System startup and shutdown 
 Power on and off 
 Alarm system status recovery 

2. Engineer 
 Operating personnel usage authority 
 Programming and changing 
 Arm teaching operation 

3. Expert  
 Engineer usage authority 
 Mechanical arm maintenance work 

 

  Operator Safety Precautions                                            
The manner and scale of the work and the possible hazards must be explained to the relevant 

personnel before work, and relevant training courses must be carried out on a regular basis. In the event of 
an accident or technical correction, a training course must be re-run. 
 

  System Set Up Safety Precautions                                        
The system set up only allows specially trained personnel to perform and work in accordance with the 

installation, setup, operation and other relevant documents provided by the original manufacturer. 
 

  Maintenance Personnel’s Precautions                                     
Maintenance should only be carried out by specially trained personnel in accordance with the 

instructions and operating instructions. 
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iii.Robotic Arm Working Range Definition 

 Working area 
The working area of the robot is defined as the area of motion under motion constraints, and the 
working area must be limited to the minimum required. 

 Protective area 
Operation must be carried out outside the protected area. 
A protected area is an area of the working area that is protected by a safe guard device. Please ensure 
the protective area includes working area of the robot. A safety-related part of control system (SRP/CS) 
should conform to the requirement of performance level (PL)= d and category 3 according to ISO 13849-
1. 

 

 Please ensure the emergency stop switch is in reset status before the robot functions. 
 The external device connected to the emergency stop switch circuit should be dry contact (uncharged) 

switch. It is forbidden to use a live circuit to connect to the controller emergency stop switch circuit. 
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 It must use EMO-Emergency stop (EN 60947-5-1 positive opening) with safety module to meet ISO 
13849-1 performance level (PL)= d 

 

 
  

Interlock switch 
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iv.Description of Safety Functions 

Industrial robotic arms must have the following safety features: 
 Selection of operating mode of the robot arm 
 Safe guard devices 
 Emergency stop device 

 
The safety function of the robot arm system is to prevent loss of personnel or property. If the function 

is not complete or in failure state, the industrial robot arm must be prohibited from operating. 
 

  Manual Operation Mode                                                

The manual operation mode is used for program design, program operation check or teaching, etc. 
When performing manual operation, pay attention to the followings: 

 All actions must be operated within the protection area. 
 Do not damage or potentially damage the relevant equipment due to operates the robotic arm. 
 Operation must be carried out outside the protected area. 

 

  Automatic Mode                                                    

The automatic mode startup should include the following conditions: 
 The safe guard devices have been set up and confirmed that their functions are working 

properly. 
 All suspended security should restore its full functionality. 
 Confirm that there are no people in the protected area. 
 Relevant workflow rules are complied. 

To enter the protection area in this mode, the emergency stop function must be activated before 
entering. 
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  Safe Guard Devices Description                                          

The safe guard device must use the components approved by the safety regulations and set and plan 
according to the relevant regulations. 

The robotic arm system must be automatically activated to receive the safety signal. In the event of a 
connection failure during automatic mode operation, an emergency stop must be triggered. When 
reconnecting after disconnection, the device cannot be automatically started directly and must be started 
manually. Manual slow running (T1) and manual fast running (T2) modes allow the guard not activate. A 
method must be provided to confirm that no personnel are in the protected area when the automatic 
mode is activated. 

Users must strictly abide by the content description, otherwise it will cause serious casualties. 
Temporary fences can be used during system installation and can be set according to ISO 10218-2 

regulations 
 

  Stop Functions                                                       

Emergency Stop Description 
 

Emergency stop related precautions 
 Confirm that the function is functioning normally every six months. 
 System integrators should provide emergency stop devices to ensure that the machine is operational 

or that a hazardous situation exists. 
 At least one external emergency stop device is installed. Make sure that additional emergency stop 

devices are available for use without or losing the teach pendant. 
 Provide interface to connect external emergency stop devices. 
 The emergency stop function can be triggered when the safety control system connected to the robot 

arm is cut off. 
 The risk assessment should assess whether the emergency stop is not triggered when the robotic arm 

control system is turned off and provides a response. 
 If a tool or other device connected to the robot is dangerous, it must be connected to the emergency 

stop circuit on the equipment side. 
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v.Warnings and Precautions 

  General considerations                                                

 

1. All operating procedures should be assessed by professional and in compliance with related industrial 
safety regulations. 

2. When operating robot, operator needs to wear safety equipment, such as workwear for working 
environment, safety shoes and helmets. 

3. When encountering danger or other emergency or abnormal situation, please press the emergency 
stop button immediately. After danger is eliminated, move the robot away with low speed in manual 
mode.  

4. When considering safety of the robot, the robot and the system must be considered at the same time. 
Be sure to install safety fence or other safety equipment and the operator must stand outside the safety 
fence while operating the robot. 

5. A safety zone should be established around the robot with an appropriate safety device to stop the 
unauthorized personnel from access. 

6. While installing or removing mechanical components, be aware of a falling piece which may cause 
injury to operator. 

7. Ensure the weight of workpiece does not exceed the rated load or allowable load moment at wrist. 
Exceeding these values could lead to the driver alarm or malfunction of the robot. 

8. Do not climb on manipulator. 
9. Do not store the machine in the environment with corrosion and flammable gas or close to the 

flammable object. 
10. Do not operate the machine in the environment with moisture, water or grease.  
11. Do not operate the machine at the place where vibration or the strong impact occurs.  
12. Do not immerse the electric wires into grease or water.  
13. Do not connect or operate the machine with wet hands.  
14. Do not operate the machine in potentially explosive environment. 
15. Please ensure the controller is grounded.  
16. Keep hands away from the inner part of the controller while it is connecting to the power or during 

operating.  
17. Do not touch the heat sink, regenerative resistance, the power supply or the computer inside the 

controller while it is operating due to its high temperature. 
18. Be sure power is disconnected prior to repair and maintenance, and ensure to operate under the 

condition of no electrical shock risk. 
19. Do not disassembly the controller without permission. If there’s any issues, please contact our 

engineers. 
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1. The personnel installing robot should be trained and licensed. 
2. To ensure personal safety, robot installation must comply with this manual and related industrial safety 

regulations. 
3. The control cabinet should not be placed near high voltage or machines that generate electromagnetic 

fields to prevent interference that could cause the robot to deviation or malfunction. 
4. Using non-HIWIN spare parts to repair may cause robot damage or malfunction. 
5. Beware of the heat generated by the controller and servo motor. 
6. Do not overbend the cable to avoid poor circuit contact or unexpected damage. 
7. Do not stand on the controller or put heavy objects on it.  
8. Do not block the vent or put foreign objects into the controller.  
9. Please ensure the controller is fixed on the base.  
10. Do not pull the connector violently or twist the electric wires excessively.  
11. Do not frequently switch ON/OFF the power switch and the control button.  
12. Please ensure that the robot, the emergency stop switch and the controller are functioning properly 

before performing any work.  
13. Do not shutdown the power switch during the operation.  
14. Do not open, modify, disassemble and maintain the machine without permission.  
15. The power must be disconnected when the machine does not operate in a long time. 
16. Do not turn off the power of the controller when modifying the program or parameter. Otherwise, the 

data stored in the controller will be damaged. 
17. When changing the program or parameters inside the robot controller, do not turn off the power of the 

controller. Otherwise, the internal data of the controller will be damaged. 
18. After the brake of a servo motor is released, the robot will be moved due to gravity and it may injured 

the operator. 
19. The industrial robots can be applied for the different industrial environments, but the applicable 

environment should be determined by professionals. 
20. When the operating procedures are interrupted, the special attention should be paid during the 

troubleshooting. 
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Precautions during operations                                            

 

1. Teaching, jogging or programming should be done outside of the safety fence. If it is inevitable to enter 
the safety fence, press the emergency stop button before entrance. Operation should be restricted at 
low speed and beware of surrounding safety. 

2. All operations shall be executed by trained staff. 
3. All operations are required to perform in the safe area. 
 

  Maintenance Precautions                                              

 

1. Please contact us if the procedure not specified by HIWIN is needed. 
2. Please contact us if the replacement of the component not specified by HIWIN is needed. 
3. Be sure to carry out regular maintenance, otherwise it will affect the service life of the robot or other 

unexpected danger. 
4. Prior to repair and maintenance, please switch off power supply. 
5. Maintenance and repair should be performed by a qualified operator with a complete understanding of 

the entire system to avoid risk of robot damage and personal injury.   
6. When replacing the components, avoid foreign object going into the robot. 
 

  Precautions for using End Effector                                        

End effectors can be basically divided into the following two categories: 
A. Gripper: Mainly for pick and place operations, such as pneumatic, electric gripper, vacuum suction 

cup, etc. 
B. Tools: Mainly for processing operations, such as welding, cutting, surface treatment, etc. 

 

1. More attention must be paid to the design of the end effector to prevent power loss or any other errors 
that could lead to workpiece falling or damage. 

2. The tool-type end effector is usually equipped with high voltage, high temperature and active rotary 
shaft. Special attention should be paid to the operating safety. 

3. The end effector should be mounted firmly on the robot to avoid workpiece fall during operation which 
may cause personal injury or hazard. 
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1. The end effector may be equipped with its own control unit. During installation, pay attention to 
installed location. Ensure that the control unit does not interfere with robot operation. 

2. The gripper-type end effector should prevent the workpiece from dropping or damaging when the robot 
experiences a power error or other errors. If potential dangers or abnormal situations exist when using 
end effector, the associated hazards must be handled by the system integrator in accordance with the 
related standards. 

 

  Precautions for using Hydraulic and Pneumatic                               

 
1. When using the pneumatic or hydraulic system, the gripped workpiece may fall due to insufficient 

pressure or gravity. 
2. The pneumatic or hydraulic system must be equipped with the relief valve, so that it can be applied in 

an emergency. 
 

 

1. More attention should be paid to the pressure remained in the pneumatic systems after the power is 
disconnected. 

2. The internal pressure must be released before the pneumatic systems are maintained. 
3. More attention should be paid to the pressure in the pneumatic system as it is several times more than 

the atmosphere pressure. 
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  Emergency Stop Switch Precautions                                      

 

1. The robot or other control component should have at least one device for immediate halt, such as an 
emergency stop switch. 

2. The emergency stop button must be installed in an easily accessible location for quick stop. 
3. While executing an emergency stop, power to the servo motor will be cut, and all movements will be 

stopped. And the control system will be shut down. Emergency stop should be reset if the restoration 
of operating procedure is wanted. 

4. Avoid using emergency stop to replace a normal stop procedure. This could reduce the lifespan of the 
robot. 

 

 

1. When an emergency stop is performed, the power of the drive is cut off, all operations are stopped, and 
the control system of the robot arm is turned off. 

2. To resume execution, reset the emergency stop switch. 
3. Emergency stop is immediate stop: Immediately stop the movement of the robot arm and cut off the 

power of the drive. 
4. The emergency stop switch is for emergency stop only. 
5. HIWIN's industrial robot arm (SCARA-LU series) has an emergency stop switch, it is automatically 

connected to the controller via a dedicated cable. If there is a need for other emergency stop switches, 
the other means of connection can be used to achieve the purpose of emergency stop. 

6. Based on the relevant industrial safety regulations, the emergency stop switch needs to be directly 
connected to the control box of the robot arm through a physical connection line. 

7. Additional installed safety equipment must comply with PL=d level. 
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1 Introductions  

1.1  Classification and description of HIWIN manuals  

HIWIN robots’ manuals are mainly divided into seven different kinds of manuals as follows, the 
manipulator user manual, the controller user manual, the software user manual, the remote connection 
user manual, the software development kit manual, the software programming instructions set manual, 
and the robot communication manual.  
 
In this robot communication manual specifically describes the communication methods in the HRSS and 
the remote connection of Caterpillar software’s settings; Here we have mainly 3 types of communication 
protocol, which are Ethernet, RS232, Modbus and other communication instructions. (Currently, this 
manual introduces the Modbus communication settings only. For Ethernet & serial RS232, please refer 
to the software manual or Remote Connection Manual. However, Ethernet & serial RS232 
communication parts will be updated to this manual in the future).   
 
If you have other requirements, please refer to the respective manuals. The following table describes 
which robot specification has which manual: 

 
Manual name   

Robot 

Specifications 

Manipulator 

Manual 

Controller 

Manual 

Software 

Manual 

Remote 

Connection 

Manual 

Software 

Development 

Kit Manual 

Software 

Instructions 

Set Manual 

Robot 

Communication 

manual  

Six-axis articulated 

robot series  

(RA605, RA610 & 

RA620) 

V V V X V V V 

SCARA Robot Series  

(RS405 & RS410) 
V V X V V V V 

Delta Robot Series 

(RD403) 
V V V X V V X 

Wafer Robot Series  

(RW series) 
V V V X X X X 

Electric Gripper X 

Series 
V X V X X X X 

Electric Gripper S 

Series 
V X X X X X X 

Note: V means applicable, X means not applicable.  
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※Take RA605-710-GC six-axis articulated robot as an example: 

SN 1 2 3 4 

Manual 
front page  

 
   

Manual 
name 

Robot user manual  
Controller User 

Manual 

HIWIN Robot 
System Software 

manual 

Remote 
connection user 

manual 

Contents 

Robots, 
specifications, 
options, 
maintenance/repair. 

Controller 
specifications, 
controller options, 
maintenance/repair. 

HRSS software 
installation, 
interface 
operation, and 
example 
programs 

Caterpillar 
installation, 
interface 
operation, 
example programs 
(Note: SCARA-LU series has 

this manual, but articulated 

robot doesn't)  

SN 5 6 7  

Manual 
front page 

   

 

Manual 
name 

Robot Software 
Development Kit 
manual  

Software 
programming 
instruction set 
manual 

Robot 
Communication 
manual  

 

Contents 

Provides SDK library 
for users to write 
their own software 
interface to control 
the robot.  

The HRSS is shared 
with Caterpillar. 
How to use the 
program instructions 
is explained in this 
manual.  

The HRSS is 
shared with 
Caterpillar. How 
to use Modbus 
communication is 
explained in this 
manual.   
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1.2  Manual chapters:  

HIWIN robots and other systems can be connected by the following main communication methods: 
1. Input/Output (I/O) communication  
2. Ethernet TCP/IP communication  
3. RS-232 serial communication  
4. Modbus (TCP/RTU) communication  
5. EtherNet/IP Adapter communication  

 
Note: 
• For EtherNet/IP Adapter communication’s detailing, please refer to the HRSS/Robot System Software 

Manual, Chapter 2.15.7.  
• For the HIWIN robot system development kit’s detailing (HRSDK), please refer to the HIWIN robot 

Software Development Kit user manual.  
 
The robot interface software is developed remotely through HRSDK, and the software interface is edited by 
the application database. It requires software personnel to re-edit the operation interface and application 
control. It is the communication method with the highest autonomy, and the required software programming 
technology’s skills. Medium and high research and development, multi-application arrangement and special 
customized use of customer applications. 

 
This manual classified into 4 sections as shown in the below table.   
 

SN Communication Categories  Corresponding Chapter 
1 Input/Output (I/O) Communication Method 2 

2 
Ethernet (EtherNet) TCP/IP communication 
method 

3 

3 RS-232 serial communication method 4 
4 Modbus (TCP/RTU) communication method 5 
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2 Input/output (I/O) communication method 
Input/output (I/O) communication can be done by a physical wiring method, the robot achieves the 
communication & time control with other devices, and then achieves the requirements of the 
communication handshake between the two parties.  
 
In addition to the physical wiring. First, it is programmed through the teach pendant, and then communicated 
with the upper PLC or PC or the special equipment’s with the signal to achieve the control.  
 
There are mainly the following 5 communication methods used for Input/output (I/O) communication for 
the HIWIN’s robot.  

1. Digital Input/Output (DI/O) 
2. Fieldbus Input/Output (SI/O) 
3. Functional Input/Output (FI/O) 
4. Robot Input/Output (RI/O) 
5. Module Input/Output (MI/O) 
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Table 1 General table of Robot I/O communication 

Remarks:  
(1) The number of communication channels is not common to all models. Please refer to the respective 

robot/controllers’ manuals, some models can use the expansion I/O channels.  
(2) CC-Link/Profinet/EtherNet/IP Adapter all are additional options, please inform to HIWIN for the 

installation before the robot/equipment leaving the factory. 
  

SN Types  I/O Name Description  

1 DI/O  Digital I/O 
Communication with PLC, tool machine, special machine 
equipment, sensors.  
Example: Six-axis Robot has 24I/24O, SCARA has 16I/8O  

2 SI/O Fieldbus I/O 

CC-Link, Profinet or EtherNet IP Adapter Network 
communication I/O.   
This is an optional function/part; Need to install a 
respective communication card for this I/O before 
shipments.   
128I/128O 

3 FI/O  Functional I/O 

The Robot is passed over to the upper controller by using 
controllers’ I/O, and has been assigned functions such as 
start, pause, stop, enable, RSR_robot service request...etc. 
Example: Six-axis 8I/8O 
If SI/O is used, $FI[1]~ $FI[8]/$FO[1]~ $FO[8] are functions  

4 RI/O Robot I/O 

The terminal electrical configuration I/O, the robot body is 
inline.  
Six axis robots: 6I/4O, not applicable to SCARA, Delta robot 
models.  

5 MI/O Module I/O 

At the same time, the module monitors several I/Os of the 
same type. To make good use of other types of I/O signals, 
you need to go to the interface to set the start I/O and end 
I/O  
(Path: Main Menu >> Display Information >> Variables >> 
Module/O)  
For example: Six-axis 32I/32O 
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Table 2 The corresponding code table of the Robot communication (E.g., RA605-710-GC) 

The following is an example of using digital input/output (DI/O) signals to communicate with the host 
PLC system. The RS405 robot’s output (e.g $DO[1]) signal to the host PLC system, and robot will wait for the 
host PLC system’s input signal (e.g WAIT FOR $DI[1] == TRUE).  
The upper system PLC can be any brand (Mitsubishi, Omron OMRON, Xinjie, Siemens, etc.), or machine tool 
and special equipment. 
   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Figure 4. The communication structure between the robot and the upper system (PLC)   

SN Types of Input Code Output Code 

1 Digital DI/O 
WAIT FOR $DI[ n ] == TRUE 
WAIT FOR $DI[ n ] == FALSE 
n = 1~24 

$DO[ n ] = TRUE 
$DO[ n ] = FALSE 

n = 1~24 

2 FieldBus SI/O 
WAIT FOR $SI[ n ] == TRUE 
WAIT FOR $SI[ n ] == FALSE 
n = 1~128 

$SO[ n ] = TRUE 
$SO[ n ] = FALSE 
n = 1~128 

3 Function FI/O 
N/A  
(The upper controller is directly 
connected to the input of the 
Robot) 

N/A  
(The Robot directly connect to 
the output of the upper 
control) 

4 Robot RI/O 
WAIT FOR $RI[ m ] == TRUE 
WAIT FOR $RI[ m ] == FALSE 
m = 1~6 

$RO[ n ] = TRUE 
$RO[ n ] = FALSE 
n = 1~4 

5 Module MI/O 
WAIT FOR $MI[ n ] == TRUE 
WAIT FOR $MI[ n ] == FALSE 
n = 1~32 

$MO[ n ] = TRUE 
$MO[ n ] = FALSE 
n = 1~32 

$DO[1] =TRUE 

WAIT FOR $DI[1] == TRUE 

RS405-500-200-LU 
or six-axis robot, Delta 

Mitsubishi 
FX3U/FX5U 

OMRON NX1/CJ1 
Xinjie XD1/XDME 

...and other models 
or equipment 

Input/Output (I/O) 
Communication 

Robot Host system (PLC) 

WAIT FOR $DI[24] == FALSE 

$DO[24] = FALSE 

…
. 
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Example: The following 4 steps are explained to create a simple example of picking and placing a workpiece.  
Step 1: Create a flow chart  

 

Figure 5 Flow chart of Robot’s loading and unloading  
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Step 2: I/O wiring example (CN6 Port; Input: NPN; Output: NPN)

 
Figure 6: Schematic wiring diagram of GC series controller’s CN6 connected with terminal block 

 
Figure 7 Example of terminal block wiring diagram 
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Step 3: Point calibration and robot programming 
Point calibration: 

Table 3. 5 Robot Program Point description & point calibration  

SN 
Program 

Points 
Original annotation Supplementary Instructions 

1 P0 HOME-Origin  

2 P1 
PICK_UP  
point on above of workpiece  

Move 50mm on the Z axis from point 
P2 

3 P2 PICK_ pick point  

4 P3 
PLACE_UP  
point on above of workpiece 

Move 50mm on the Z axis from point 
P4 

5 P4 PLACE point  
Robot program: 

PTP P0 FINE=1 Vel=100% Acc=75% TOOL[0] BASE[0] 
PTP P1 FINE=1 Vel=100% Acc=75% TOOL[0] BASE[0] 
LIN P2 FINE=1 Vel=100mm/s Acc=75% TOOL[0] BASE[0] 
$DO[6]=TRUE  
WAIT FOR $DI[1]==TRUE  
LIN P1 FINE=1 Vel=100mm/s Acc=75% TOOL[0] BASE[0] 
PTP P3 FINE=1 Vel=100% Acc=75% TOOL[0] BASE[0] 
LIN P4 FINE=1 Vel=100mm/s Acc=75% TOOL[0] BASE[0] 
$DO[6]=FALSE  
WAIT FOR $DI[4]==TRUE  
LIN P3 FINE=1 Vel=100mm/s Acc=75% TOOL[0] BASE[0] 
PTP P0 FINE=1 Vel=100% Acc=75% TOOL[0] BASE[0] 

 
Step 4: Test the Robot program and movements 

Use T1 mode on HRSS by Teach Pendant, and test the robot program from the beginning to the end. Be 
careful of the coding lines, programming error or point error. If there is any problem, please correct it. After 
the first test, if there is no problem, switch to the automatic (AUT) mode or external (EXT) mode on the HRSS 
by Teach Pendant, and then control the robot movements through the host system. 
 
After the project is established, please define the handshake signals to be used in the automation system 
project, and list out each signal. The blank table of various signals for reference as follows: 
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Table 4 Blank table for digital DI/O 

 
  

$DI[ ] Enter function description
Man-

machine 
M code

$DO[ ]
Output function 

description

Man-
machine 
M code

1 1
2 2
3 3
4 4
5 5
6 6
7 7
8 8
9 9

10 10
11 11
12 12
13 13
14 14
15 15
16 16
17 17
18 18
19 19
20 20
21 21
22 22
23 23
24 24

Robo DIO

Note : 
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Table 5 Blank table for fieldbus SI/O 

 

 

Remarks: There are 128 rows for signals 1 to 128, please extend the form for symbol “~” denoted rows by 
yourself. 

$SI[ ] Enter function description
Man-

machine 
M code

$SO[ ] Output function description
Man-

machine 
M code

1 Start 1 Run
2 Hold 2 Held
3 Stop 3 Fault
4 Enable 4 Ready
5 RSR1_Main program 5 ACK1
6 RSR2_Reverter 6 ACK2
7 RSR3_ Torque Down 7 ACK3
8 RSR4_value clear 8 ACK4
9 9

10 10

11 11
12 12
13 13
14 14
15 15
16 16
17 17
18 18
19 19
20 20

Robot SIO Table

~

~

121 121
122 122
123 123
124 124
125 125
126 126
127 127
128 128

~
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Table 6 Blank table for functional FI/O 

 
 

Table 7 Blank form for Robot RI/O 

 
 

$FI[ ] Enter function description
Man-

machine 
M code

$FO[ ] Output function description
Man-

machine 
M code

1 Start 1 Run
2 Hold 2 Held
3 Stop 3 Fault
4 Enable 4 Ready
5 RSR1 5 ACK1
6 RSR2 6 ACK2
7 RSR3 7 ACK3
8 RSR4 8 ACK4

Robot FIO Table

$RI[ ]
Enter function 

description

Man-
machine 
M code

$RO[ ]
Output function 

description

Man-
machine 
M code

1 1
2 2
3 3
4 4
5 -
6 -

Robot RIO Table

Note : 
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Table 8 Blank form for module MI/O 

 
  

$MI[ ]
Module input 

function description
Start Finish

Man-
machine 
M code

$MO[ ]
Module output 

function description
Start Finish

Man-
machine 
M code

1 1
2 2
3 3
4 4
5 5
6 6
7 7
8 8
9 9

10 10
11 11
12 12
13 13
14 14
15 15
16 16
17 17
18 18
19 19
20 20
21 21
22 22
23 23
24 24
25 25
26 26
27 27
28 28
29 29
30 30
31 31
32 32

Robot MIO Table
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3 Ethernet TCP/IP communication method 
TCP/IP consists of two parts which are TCP (Transmission Control Protocol) and IP (Internet Protocol). 
Data can be transmitted only in the same IP network domain (the first three codes of the IP must be the 
same).  
 
To use this network communication method, first prepare the hardware structure of the upper (visual) 
system, and use the Ethernet to connect the robot and the upper system in series connection. If there 
are multiple upper systems, you can use the HUB for serial connection. 

 

Figure 8 Schematic diagram of the Ethernet connecting the robot and the upper system 
 

Schematic diagram of connecting the robot and the upper-level’s smart vision system in series with the 
Ethernet cable. When there is a camera, camera power needs to be supplied through the PoE (Power of 
Ethernet). If the computer needs to set up the vision software or multiple upper-level systems, you can 
use the HUB for the serial connection.  

 
Figure 9 Schematic diagram of the Ethernet route connecting the robot arm and the upper-level smart 

vision system  
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After completing the hardware setup, it is necessary to set the upper system software and robot software. 
These two hardware needs to be adjusted to be the same IP network domain (the first three codes of the IP 
are must be the same) for data transmission. Open the HRSS or Caterpillar software to change the IP settings 
and perform Server or Client settings. 
 

HRSS software interface setting path: Main Menu >> Startup Setting >> Network configuration   

 
Figure 10 HRSS software network communication settings page 

 
Caterpillar software interface setting path: Main Menu >> Communication >> TCP/IP. 

 

Figure 11 Caterpillar software network communication settings page  
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After setting up hardware and software of the upper system and the Robot, you can use the network 
setting page to perform manual connection test, and perform transmission value or string test to confirm 
that the connection is successful and the transmission packet is correct. The communication format must 

comply with the following items: 
 

• The communication information will be displayed in the middle dialog box, you need to tick 

the “Show message” option before start to test (the default option is not showing the 

message). 

• The comma “,” is used as the separation symbol. If you choose non-format, there will be no 

start and end symbols and separation symbols, and the data will be interpreted one by one in 

ASCII CODE (decimal). 

• Before and after the communication, there will be a pre-set curly bracket "{"and"}" as a start 

and end symbols of the packet. Example: The value of 123 is sent, and the transmitted result 

content will be {123}, and the upper system will receive the start and end symbols of data as 

like {data}, as shown in the figure below. 

 

  

Figure 12 Successful Network connection and data transfer (left: HRSS and Right: Caterpillar) 
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After the successful connection, start a new programming, try to use the following codes as COPEN, 
CWRITE, CREAD & CCLEAR. The following is a schematic diagram of the basic structure of the TCP/IP 
communication transmission between the vision and the robot.  
 
If the COPEN command needs to be used, in the TCP/IP communication method, the first parameter 
must be ETH. And for RS-232 communication mode and fill in SER as the first parameter.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Figure 13 Schematic diagram of the TCP/IP communication transmission between the vision system and the 

robot.   

Client Server 

Network communication 
TCP/IP 

Robot Upper (vision) system 

COPEN(ETH,HANDLE) 
CWRITE(HANDLE, SendData1, SendData2) 

CREAD(HANDLE, receiveData1, receiveData2) 
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4 RS-232 Serial Communication 
RS232 serial communication (RS 232 stands for Recommend Standard 232), can be used for data 
transmission and communication between the robot and host device or computer. 

 

Figure 14 Schematic diagram of the communication between the robot and the host device.  
 

When wiring, it is necessary to connect the “robot’s transmitting end pin” to the host device of “receiving 
end pin”, and the robot’s “receiving end pin” to the host device sends “transmitting end pin”. This is called 
as a twisted wires which can receive information from each other, and the two Common ground (COM). 
Refer to the figure below for the wiring diagram of the robot’s controller and the host device (external 
device). 

 
Figure 15 Schematic diagram of the wiring between the robot and the host system (external device) 

 

Figure 16 Schematic diagram of wiring of RS-232 connector  
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After the completing the hardware installation, the host/upper system and robot software need to be set, 
and the baud rate of serial communication needs to be adjusted for data transmission. Open the HRSS or 
Caterpillar software page and set the same baud rate as the upper/host system to transfer information to 
each other. 
 

HRSS software interface setting path: Main Menu >> Startup Settings >> RS-232. 

 

Figure 17 HRSS software RS-232 serial communication setting screen 
 

Caterpillar software: menu below >> Communication Setting >> RS-232. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 18 Caterpillar software & RS-232 serial communication settings  
  

RS232: Connected 
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After the upper system and the Robots software are set, you can use the serial communication of RS-232 
page to perform manual connection test, and carry out the transmission value or string test to confirm 
that the connection is successful and the transmission packet is correct. The communication format must 
comply with the following items: 

• The communication information will be displayed in the middle dialog box, you need to tick the “Show 

message” option before start to test (the default option is not showing the message). 

• The comma “,” is used as the separation symbol. If you choose to cancel the format (non-format), 

there will be no start and end symbols and separation symbols, and the data will be interpreted one 

by one in ASCII CODE (decimal). 

• Before and after the communication, there will be a pre-set curly bracket "{"and"}" as a start and end 

symbols of the packet. Example: The value of 123 is sent, and the transmitted result content will be 

{123}, and the upper system will receive the start and end symbols of data as like {data}, as shown in 

the figure below. 

 

After the test successful connection, start a new programming, try to use the following codes as COPEN, 
CWRITE, CREAD & CCLEAR. The following is a schematic diagram of the basic structure of the TCP/IP 
communication transmission between the vision and the robot.  
 
If the COPEN command needs to be used, in the RS-232 communication method, the first parameter 
must be SER. And for TCP/IP communication mode and fill SER as the first parameter.  
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Figure 19 Schematic diagram of RS-232 serial communication transmission between the host system 

and the robot  
 
  

COPEN(SER ,HANDLE) 
CWRITE(HANDLE,SendData1, SendData2) 

CREAD(HANDLE, receiveData1, receiveData2) 

Serial communication 
RS-232 

Robotic arm Host system 
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5 Modbus Connection Instructions 

5.1 MODBUS Communication Specifications 

Modbus is one of the communication methods of Fieldbus communication, and it is also one of the 
commonly used communication protocols in the industry. Modbus consists of a master client and a slave 
server. The master client sends the demand, and the slave server responds to the masers client’s demand 
to accomplish communication between devices.  

                        
 Master  Slave 

Figure 20 Schematic diagram of master client/slave server communication 
Modbus communication is divided into three communication formats, the communication methods are 
as follows Modbus RTU, Modbus TCP and Modbus ASCII. 

 
Modbus RTU and Modbus TCP are available with our HIWIN Robot System Software HRSS (hereafter 
referred to as HRSS): 

 
(1) Modbus RTU (Remote Terminal Unit): In the serial port mode, the physical transmission interface 

includes RS232, RS422 and RS485 (The Modbus communication of HIWIN robot uses a RS485 
transmission). The use of binary notation for data transmission and exchange is a common method. 
At the end of the data, a CRC code must be added to verify the correctness of the transmitted data.  
 
(Remarks: CRC refers to Cyclic Redundancy Check, which is a hash function that generates a short 
fixed-digit verification code based on data such as network data packets or computer files. The 
generated numbers are calculated and added to the data before transmission or storage, and the 
receiver then checks to see if the data has changed. For more information, please refer to 
Appendix 1References [2]) 
 

(2) Modbus TCP (Transmission Control Protocol): The Ethernet interface communication method is 
being used; the data is transmitted in the TCP/IP protocol on the Modbus data outer packet. This 
method does not require to use CRC method to check the correctness of the data. 

  

Response  

Demand 
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The data structure of Modbus data transmission is shown in Figure 21. The master sends a command 
data including ① IP address, ②function code, ③data content and ④ error check. ① Purpose of 
this IP address is that, all slave devices will receive the command, but only the device with the specified 
IP address will execute and respond to the command. The function code describes the function of the 
command and transmits the data content to change the value of the register, control the read and write 
I/O ports, and direct the device to return the data in one or more registers. There is an error confirmation 
check code at the end of the Modbus command data to ensure that the incoming command is not 
corrupted, ④ of error check code will be omitted in the Modbus TCP format and is not explained in this 
manual. 
 

 
 
 
 
 

 

Figure 21 Schematic diagram of four parts of Modbus data structure  
The function code ② stores 4 kinds of data as a data register in the slave device according to the 
Modbus specification such as Discrete Input, Coil, Input Registers, Holding Registers. Please refer to Table 
9 for the data forms and descriptions of registers. These data registers define the data types and access 
rights. The Modbus master device must pass different function codes to request access to these data. 
The corresponding function codes are shown in Table 10. 

Table 9 Data storage address description 

Type of register Types 
Read and 

write 
restrictions 

Value range 
 

Descriptions  

Discrete Input Single bit Read only 0 ~ 1  

Coil Single bit Read/write 0 ~ 1  

Input Registers 16-bit word Read only -32768 ~ 32767 215=32768 
If the data content 
exceeds 16 bits, please 
refer to Appendix II, 
MODBUS calculation 
method for the 
conversion method of 32 
bits. 

Holding Registers 16-bit word Read/write -32768 ~ 32767 

 
 
 

Specify IP address Function code Data content Error 
confirmation 

 1  2  3  4 
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Table 10 Function code description 
Function code Function Description 

01 Read coil status 
02 Read Discrete Input status 
03 Read Holding Register  
04 Read input Register  
05 Write a single coil value.    
06 Write a single Holding Register value.  
15 Write multiple coil value.  
16 Write multiple Holding Register value.  

For the content of the data ③, please refers to the following chapter 5.3.3.1.  
 
 
 
 
 

5.2 MODBUS Communication main structure description 

HRSS provides two communication modes such as Modbus RTU & Modbus TCP, and the robot controller 
can be used as the master client or slave server. If the robot controller is used as the master client in the 
structure, it can write signals and values to peripheral devices such as electric grippers or sensors, and 
read the slave server information. On the contrary, if the robot controller is a slave in the structure, PLC 
or other upper control devices can be a client/maser and it operate and monitor the robot information.  
The user can choose the communication structure by themself. 
 

 

Figure 22 Schematic diagram of Modbus communication  
 

The following chapters will explain the communication procedure between Modbus Server and Modbus  
Client.  

[Note] The direction of the arrow is the data flow  
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5.2.1. MODBUS Wiring Interface Description 
 

Modbus RTU uses the RS485 transmission interface, and Modbus TCP uses the Ethernet interface for 
communication. After preparing the corresponding Ethernet cable or the RS485 connector cable, refer to 
Figure 23 and Figure 24 for the wiring interface port and make sure that the communication method used is 
Modbus RTU or Modbus TCP After connecting with the communication equipment. The communication 
equipment can be connected with the HIWIN robotic after the connection settings are made between the 
controller & communication equipment. 

 

 
Figure 23 Schematic diagram of six-axis robot’s controller interface  

 

 

Figure 24 Schematic diagram of SCARA-LU RC4 controller interface 
 

  

Modbus TCP 
(Ethernet) 

Modbus RTU(RS485) 

Modbus RTU (RS485) 

Modbus TCP (Ethernet) 
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5.3 MODBUS SERVER Communication Instructions 

5.3.1. MODBUS SERVER Function Application Description 
 

The purpose of this modbus server function is that the user can use the Modbus Server communication 
method through the Ethernet interface communication. Set the HIWIN’s robot as the slave end, and the 
master end such as the upper controller or PLC. And, it can use SO (Signal output) and Fieldbus in HRSS 
and Caterpillar. Mapping Register function, perform DO control, DI monitoring, Timer setting, Counter 
setting, Tool/Base setting, PR setting, motion, etc. functions can be done through Modbus Server 
communication. This Chapters will explain the usage and settings in detail.  

 
Figure 25 Schematic diagram of Modbus Server communication  

 
Table 11 Modbus Server data setting’s description  

Registers classification In-register function 

Discrete Input 
Read SO (Fieldbus Signal Output) 
Read DI (Digital Signal Input) 

Coil 
Read and write SI (Fieldbus Signal Input) 
Read and write DO (Digital Signal Output) 

Input Register 

Read current speed and running motion 
Read current command and return value 
Read Robot state 
Read SRW 

Holding Register 

Read and write SRR 
Set speed parameters 
Modbus Client commands (Refer to Table 54) 
Read and write timing register Timer 
Read and write counter register  
Read and write PR location register 

For details, please refer to Section 5.3.3.   

[Note] The direction of the arrow is the data flow 
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5.3.2. MODBUS SERVER Function Interface Setting Description 
 

To enable the Modbus Server connection, it needs to be set through the HRSS software interface, which 
is divided into two communication methods: Modbus RTU Server and Modbus TCP Server . In addition, 
the SCARA robot LU series can be set through the remote connection system Caterpillar software 
(hereinafter referred to as Caterpillar). 

 
 HIWIN Robot System Software (HRSS) Settings: 

5.3.2.1 HRSS Modbus RTU Server connection steps 
A. After opening the HRSS software, switch the user mode into the expert, and click Main Menuclick 

displayclick Fieldbus click Setting  The parameter setting interface page will appreares, as 
shown in Figure No.26 below. 
 

 

Figure 26 HRSS Modbus RTU Server connection interface settings  
 

B. The channel number can be selected according to the existing communication equipment such as 
"Channel1" or "Channel2". 

C. For the Connection Type, select "Modbus RTU Server ".  
D. Set the local slave station number/Slave ID. 
E. Set COMPORT parameters like; parity, stop bit, baud rate, Data bits/length of communication data. 

For Channel1 – Input, Output use address: 1~128, Register use address: 1~15.  
For Channel2 – Input and Output use address: 129~256, and Register use address: 16~32.  

F. After setting the parameters, click "Connect" to establish the connection. The connection will be 
made with these settings after restarting the HRSS.  
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5.3.2.2 HRSS Modbus TCP Server connection steps 
A. After opening the HRSS software, switch the user mode into the expert mode, click Main 

MenuDispplayclick Fieldbus click Setting  The parameter setting interface page will appreares, 
as shown in Figure No.27 below. 

 

Figure 27 HRSS Modbus TCP Server connection interface settings  
B. Channel number; you can select "Channel1" or "Channel2" according to the existing communication 

equipment. 
C. You can choose the connection type; select "Modbus TCP Server ". 
D. Local IP1, Local IP2, the external device is connected to the local IP. (HRSS has two IP and network 

ports, the server side is not required mention the channel) 
E. Local Port; set the external device to connect to the local port. 
F. After setting the parameters, click "Connect" to establish the connection. The connection will be 

made with these setting after the restarting the HRSS.  
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Remote operation interface software/Caterpillar settings: 
5.3.2.3 Modbus RTU Server connection steps on Caterpillar software 
 

A. Open Caterpillar software, click Fieldbus at bottom of the inteterface  click Setting  the 
parameters setting’s interface will appears as shown in Figure No.28 below. 

 
Figure 28 Caterpillar's Modbus RTU Server connection interface  

 
B. Channel number; you can select "Channel1" or "Channel2" according to the existing communication 

equipment. 
G. For the connection type; select "Modbus RTU Server ". 
H. Set the local slave station number/Slave ID. 
I. Set COMPORT parameters; Parity, stop bit, baud rate, Data bits: length of communication data.  

For Channel1 – Input, Output use address: 1~128, Register use address: 1~15.  
For Channel2 – Input and Output use address: 129~256, and Register use address: 16~32. 

J. After the setting the above parameters, click "Connect" to establish the connection, and the 
connection will be made with these settings after restarting Caterpillar software. 
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5.3.2.4 Steps for connecting Caterpillar's Modbus TCP Server 
 

A. Open the Caterpillar software  Click Fieldbus & Setting at the bottom of the interface Parameter 
setting interface will be appeared as shown in the below picture. 
 

 
Figure 29 Connection diagram of Caterpillar Modbus TCP Server  

 
B. Channel number; you can select "Channel1" or "Channel2" according to the existing communication 

equipment. 
C. Connection Type; select the type of Fieldbus connection, please select "Modbus TCP Server". 
D. Local Port; set the external device to connect to the local port. 
E. After the completing the selection, click "Connect" to establish a connection, and the connection 

will be made with these setting after restarting the caterpillar software.  
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5.3.3. MODBUS SERVER Data Setting Table  
 

After the Modbus Server connection is completed, four register spaces can be used: Discrete Input, Coil, 
Input Register, Holding Register. Modbus Server data setting table, it will be described in detail in the 
following chapters. The following table uses the Robot as the server slave.  
 

5.3.3.1 Instructions for using discrete input command parameters  
 
 Discrete Input can read digital signals, refer to Table 12 for the corresponding data settings. 

 
Table 12 Discrete Input position and value table 

Location Description Value range Description 

1 ~ 256 

Fieldbus 
Output Signal 
(SO) 
 

0 ~ 1 

 Channel1: Output 1 ~ 126  
 Channel2: Output 127 ~ 256  
 SO1 ~ SO8 The system is preset the output signals 
to the external program functions 
 Function Output: 
SO1: Run  
SO2: Held   
SO3: Fault   
SO4: Ready  
SO5: ACK1 (Run program 1) 
SO6: ACK2 (Run program 2) 
SO7: ACK3 (Run program 3) 
SO8: ACK4 (Run program 4) 
Users can define themselves for other signals  

300 ~555 
Digital  
Input Signal 
(DI) 

0 ~ 1 
DI [1] ~DI [256]  
DI[n] Registers location: 299+n. 
n can be input in the range of 1 to 256. 
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5.3.3.2 Instructions for using the parameters of the Coil commands 
 

 Coil can read and write digital signals. Refer to Table 13 for data settings. 
Table 13 Coil position and value table 

Location Description Value range Description 

0~255 
SI 
Fieldbus  
Input Signal 

0 or 65280 
(0xFF00) 

 Channel1: Input 1~ 126  
 Channel2: Input 127 ~ 256 
 SI1 ~ SI8 The system default input signals to 

the external program functions 
Function Input: 
SI1: Start  
SI2: Hold  
SI3: Stop   
SI4: Enable  
SI5: RSR1 (Select program 1) 
SI6: RSR2 (Select program 2) 
SI7: RSR3 (Select program 3) 
SI8: RSR4 (Select program 4) 
Users can define themselves for other signals 

300~555 
DO 
Digital  
Output Signal 

0 or 65280 
(0xFF00) 

DO [1] ~DO [256]  
DO[n] Register location 299+n, n can be input in 
the range of 1 ~ 256. 
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5.3.3.3 Instructions for using the parameters of the Input Register commands 
 Input Register can read 16-bit word, and the data setting, refer to Table 14. If the data occupies two 

registers, please refer to Appendix II, MODBUS calculation method description for the conversion 
method. 

Table 14 Input Register location and value table 

Location Description Value range Description 

0~31 
SRW 

Read Fieldbus Register 
Value  

-32768 ~ 32767 

You can customize the parameter reading 
value, or you need to set the Fieldbus Register 
Mapping parameter through the interface to 
read the Robot state. The Mapping functions 
are as follows: basic information such as the 
angle of each axis, rectangular coordinate 
position, error code, end TCP speed, 
acceleration time, motor excitation state, etc., 
need to be set through the interface to 
determine the position. 

100 
Current speed 

percentage 
1 ~ 100 Unit: % 

101 
Command code in 

execution 
-32768 ~ 32767 

Command code can be defined when sending 
motion command, this register will display the 
command code of the executing command. 

102 
Number of commands 

to be executed 
0 ~ 8100 

Query the number of commands that have not 
been executed yet 

200 Command status 0 ~ 2 
0: Ready  
1: Success  
2: Fail  

201 
Current action 

command 
000 ~ 205 

The corresponding values are explained as 
follows, refer to Table 16 
000: PTP 
001: LIN 
002: CIRC  
003: JOG  
004: GO HOME  
005: T_STOP  
006: Motion Stop  
100: Set PR  
101: Set Tool  
102: Set Base  
103: Set Current Tool 
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Location Description Value range Description 

104: Set Current Base 
105: Set Home Position 
200: Get PR  
201: Get Tool  
202: Get Base  
203: Get Current Tool  
204: Get Current Base  
205: Get Home Position  

Note: 215=32768.  
 
 

 
Table 14 Input Register (continued from the previous table) 

Location Description Value range Description 

202~251 Command returns parameters 

Because the 
corresponding return 

parameters are 
different, please refer 

to the command 
parameter table 
parameters 16 

The types of commands 
that can be returned are 
as follows, which will 
correspond to different 
position values. Refer to 
Table 16 for the 
description of the 
corresponding value 
range. 

 
Get PR 
Get Tool 
Get Base 
Get Current Tool 
Get Current Base 
Get Home Position 

300 
A1 joint angle 

Low word -32768 ~ 32767 
Unit: 0.001 degree  

301 High word -32768 ~ 32767 

302 
A2 joint angle 

Low word -32768 ~ 32767 
Unit: 0.001 degree  

303 High word -32768 ~ 32767 

304 

A3 joint angle 

Low word -32768 ~ 32767 Six-axis robot’s unit: 
0.001 degree  
Four-axis robot unit: 
0.001 mm 

305 High word -32768 ~ 32767 

306 
A4 joint angle 

Low word -32768 ~ 32767 
Unit: 0.001 degree  

307 High word -32768 ~ 32767 
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Location Description Value range Description 

308 

A5 joint angle 

Low word -32768 ~ 32767 Six-axis robot’s unit: 
0.001 degree   
(Four-axis robot 
doesn’t have A5 & A6 
Joint) 

309 High word 

-32768 ~ 32767 

310 

A6 joint angle 

Low word -32768 ~ 32767 Six-axis robot’s unit: 
0.001 degree   
(Four-axis robot 
doesn’t have A5 & A6 
Joint) 

311 High word -32768 ~ 32767 

400 Cartesian 
coordinate position 

X axis 

Low word -32768 ~ 32767 
Unit: 0.001 mm  

401 High word -32768 ~ 32767 

402 Cartesian 
coordinate position 

Y axis 

Low word -32768 ~ 32767 
Unit: 0.001 mm  

403 High word 
-32768 ~ 32767 

404 Cartesian 
coordinate position 

Z axis 

Low word -32768 ~ 32767 
Unit: 0.001 mm  

405 High word -32768 ~ 32767 

406 Cartesian 
coordinate position 

A axis (RX axis) 

Low word -32768 ~ 32767 Unit: 0.001 degree  
(Four-axis robot 
doesn’t have A Joint) 

407 High word -32768 ~ 32767 

408 Cartesian 
coordinate position 

B axis (RY axis) 

Low word -32768 ~ 32767 Unit: 0.001 degree  
(Four-axis robot 
doesn’t have B Joint) 

409 High word -32768 ~ 32767 

410 Cartesian 
coordinate position 

C axis (RZ axis) 

Low word -32768 ~ 32767 
Unit: 0.001 degree  

411 High word -32768 ~ 32767 

Remark: 215=32768.   
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Table 14 Input Register (continued from the previous table) 

Location Description  Value range Description 

500 

Drive error code 

Low word -32768 ~ 32767 
Error code number 2. 
Interpretation needs to be 
converted to hexadecimal. 

501 High word -32768 ~ 32767 
Error code number 1. 
Interpretation needs to be 
converted to hexadecimal. 

502 

HRSS error code 

Low word -32768 ~ 32767 
Error code number 2. 
Interpretation needs to be 
converted to hexadecimal. 

503 High word -32768 ~ 32767 
Error code number 1. 
Interpretation needs to be 
converted to hexadecimal. 

520 
TCP speed 

Low word -32768 ~ 32767 
Unit: 0.001mm/sec 

521 High word -32768 ~ 32767 

522 Excited state 0 ~ 1 
0: De-excitation 
1: Exciting 

523 Acceleration time 10 ~ 1000 Unit: 0.001 seconds  

524 State of motion 1 ~ 4 

1: Idle: The Robot is in ideal  
2: Running: Robot is in motion 
3: Hold: The current movement is 
paused 
4: Delay: Wait time 

Note: 215=32768.   
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5.3.3.4 Instructions for using the parameters of the Holding Register command 
 

 Holding Register can read/write 16-bit word. For the data setting, please refer to Table 15. If the data 
occupies two registers, please refer to Appendix II, MODBUS calculation method description for the 
conversion.  

Table 15 Holding Register position and values  

Location Description  
Value 
range 

Description 

0~31 
SRR 

Fieldbus Register 
Write Value 

-32768 ~ 
32767 

You can write custom parameter values, or you 
need to set the Fieldbus Register Mapping 
parameter through the interface to write the 
Robot state.  

100 Set speed 1 ~ 100 Unit: %  

200 
Enable status 

command 
0 ~ 1 

0: Ready  
1: executing the command. 
(If the command parameter setting refers to If 
the number of commands to be executed 
exceeds 8000, the motion command will fail to 
be executed. ) 

201 Command number 000 ~ 205 

The corresponding values are explained as 
follows, refer to Table 16 
000: PTP 
001: LIN 
002: CIRC  
003: JOG  
004: GO HOME  
005: T_STOP  
006: Motion Stop  
100: Set PR  
101: Set Tool  
102: Set Base 
103: Set Current Tool 
104: Set Current Base 
105: Set Home Position 
200: Get PR  
201: Get Tool  
202: Get Base  
203: Get Current Tool  
204: Get Current Base  
205: Get Home Position 

Note: 215=32768.  
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Form 15 Holding Register (continued from the previous table) 

Location Description  Value range Description 

202~251 Instruction parameters 

Because the 
corresponding return 

parameters are 
different, please refer to 

the command 
parameter table 16 

Please refer to Table 16 for the 
description of the 
corresponding numerical range 
of the input value.  

300~339 
Timer[n] 

time register 

Low 
word 

-999,999,999~ 
999,999,999 

“n” can be an input in the 
range of 1~20, which means 
that the nth timing register is 
used. 
 
Unit: 0.001 seconds  
(Timer[n] corresponds to Low 
word position 298+2n; 
Timer[n] corresponds to High 
word position 299+2n) 

High 
word 

400~439 
Counter[n] 

count register 

Low 
word 

-999,999,999~ 
999,999,999 

“n” can be an input in the 
range of 1~20, which means 
to use the nth count register. 
(Counter[n] corresponds to 
Low word position 398+2n; 
Counter [n] corresponds to 
High word position 399+2n) 

High 
word 

1000+ 
19*(n-1) 

PR[n] type 
Location register type 

0 ~ 2 

“n” can be an input in the 
range of 1~50, The numerical 
range represents the 
meaning as follows 
0: NULL,  
1: Joint coordinate system,  
2: Cartesian coordinate 
system  

1001 + 
19*(n - 1) 

PR[n] Value1 

Low 
word 

-32768 ~32767 n can be an input in the range 
of 1~50. Need to set the type 
of position register.  
 
Example 1: When the PR type 
value is 1, Value1~6 are the 

1002 + 
19*(n - 1) 

High 
word 

-32768 ~32767 

1003 + 
19*(n - 1) 

PR[n] Value2 
Low 

word 
-32768 ~32767 
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Location Description  Value range Description 

1004 + 
19*(n - 1) 

High 
word 

-32768 ~32767 
angle values of the 1st axis to 
6th axis, the unit: 0.001 degree 
(SCARA robots’ axis-3 unit is 
0.001 mm, and there is no 
axis-5 and axis-6, so the 
values need to Fill as 0). 
 
Example 2: When the PR type 
value is 2, Values 1~6 is X, Y, Z, 
A(RX), B(RY), C(RZ) axis 
position values (4-axis robot 
series don’t have A &B), 
Values 7 to 9 are E1, E2, E3 
external axes are set value. 
X, Y, Z unit: 0.001 mm. 
A, B, C unit: 0.001 degree. 
E1, E2 & E3 unit: 0.001 mm. 

1005 + 
19*(n - 1) 

PR[n] Value3 

Low 
word 

-32768 ~32767 

1006 + 
19*(n - 1) 

High 
word 

-32768 ~32767 

1007 + 
19*(n - 1) 

PR[n] Value4 

Low 
word 

-32768 ~32767 

1008 + 
19*(n - 1) 

High 
word 

-32768 ~32767 

1009 + 
19*(n - 1) 

PR[n] Value5 

Low 
word 

-32768 ~32767 

1010 + 
19*(n - 1) 

High 
word 

-32768 ~32767 

1011 + 
19*(n - 1) 

PR[n] Value6 

Low 
word 

-32768 ~32767 

1012 + 
19*(n - 1) 

High 
word 

-32768 ~32767 

1013 + 
19*(n - 1) 

PR[n] Value7 

Low 
word 

-32768 ~32767 

1014 + 
19*(n - 1) 

High 
word 

-32768 ~32767 

1015 + 
19*(n - 1) 

PR[n] Value8 

Low 
word 

-32768 ~32767 

1016 + 
19*(n - 1) 

High 
word 

-32768 ~32767 

1017 + 
19*(n - 1) 

PR[n] Value9 

Low 
word 

-32768 ~32767 

1018 + 
19*(n - 1) 

High 
word 

-32768 ~32767 

Note: 215=32768.   
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5.3.3.5 Instructions for Sending Commands 
 
When the Robot is the server slave, high level system can send commands to the Robot by changing 

the value in the Holding Register. The process is as follows, and the command parameter values refer to 
chapter 5.3.3.6. 

 
1. Refer to Table 16, the summary of command parameter’s table and the corresponding 

command parameter. After inputting the holding register position R201 command number and 
R202~R251 command parameters, set the holding register position R200 = 1 to execute the command. 
(If the number of commands to be exceeds 8000, the motion command will fail to be executed) 

 
2. After sending the command, you must first reset the holding register position R200 to 0, and 

then enter and send the next parameter. (When executing JOG, GO HOME command, R200 returns to 
0 and stops motion) 

 
Figure 30 Schematic diagram of the sequence of executing the Command  

 
5.3.3.6 Description of single command parameter correspondence table 

This chapter describes corresponding parameter settings in the Holding Register and the return of the Input 
Register parameters when sending a command. You can click the function (hyperlink) in Table 16 to guide 
you to the description of each command. For data bit conversion, please refer to Appendix III, MODBUS 
CLINET General Collate table. 

Table 16 Command parameter description 

Command 
number 

Function Description 
Holding Register 
(Number of 
input parameter) 

Input Register 
(Number of 

returned 
parameters) 

000 
PTP Point to point 

movement 
25 N/A 

001 LIN Linear movement 25 N/A 
002 CIRC Arc movement  36 N/A 
003 JOG Slowly movement  2 N/A 
004 GO HOME Back to HOME 1 N/A 
005 T_STOP Stop timer register 2 N/A 

006 Motion Stop Motion stop N/A N/A 

100 Set PR Set position register 14 N/A 

101 
Set Tool Set tool coordinate 

system parameters 
13 N/A 

R201~R251
Input Command Parameters

R200=1
Executing the Command

R200=0
Re-enter the next 

parameters
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Command 
number 

Function Description 
Holding Register 
(Number of 
input parameter) 

Input Register 
(Number of 

returned 
parameters) 

102 
Set Base Set base coordinate 

system parameters 
13 N/A 

103 
Set Current Tool Set tool coordinate 

system 
1 N/A 

104 
Set Current Base Set the base 

coordinate system 
1 N/A 

105 Set Home Position Set the HOME position 1 N/A 

200 
Get PR Get position register 

parameters 
1 14 

201 
Get Tool Get tool coordinate 

system parameter 
information 

1 13 

202 
Get Base Get base frame 

parameter information 
1 13 

203 
Get Current Tool Get the current tool 

coordinate system 
number 

N/A 1 

204 
Get Current Base Get the current base 

frame number 
N/A 1 

205 
Get Home Position Get the HOME 

parameter 
N/A 12 

 
 To execute PTP point-to-point movement command in joint coordinates or Cartesian coordinates: 

Table 17 PTP point-to-point movement command table in joint coordinates or Cartesian coordinates 
Holding Register 

Location 
Description  Value range Description  

200 Enable status command 0 ~ 1 
0: Ready to complete 
1: Executing the command 

201 Command number 000 PTP command number: 000 

202 Point type 0 ~ 1 

0: Joint coordinate system  
1: Cartesian coordinate 
system  
2: Position register PR 

203 
Value 1 

Low word -32768 ~32767 Example 1:  
When the Point type value is 
0, Value1~6 is the angle value 

204 High word -32768 ~32767 
205 Value 2 Low word -32768 ~32767 
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Holding Register 
Location 

Description  Value range Description  

206 High word -32768 ~32767 of the 1st axis~6th axis.  
Unit: 0.001 degree  
(The unit of four axis robot 
series’ axis-4 is 0.001 mm, if 
there is no axis 5 and axis 6 
value, fill in 0). 
 
Example 2: 
When the value of Point type 
is 1, Value1~6 is X, Y, Z, A(RX), 
B(RY), C(RZ) axis position 
values  
(4-axis series robot doesn’t 
have A & B. So, input is 0) 
X, Y, Z unit: 0.001 mm 
A, B, C unit: 0.001 degree  

207 
Value 3 

Low word -32768 ~32767 
208 High word -32768 ~32767 
209 

Value 4 
Low word -32768 ~32767 

210 High word -32768 ~32767 
211 

Value 5 
Low word -32768 ~32767 

212 High word -32768 ~32767 
213 

Value 6 

Low word -32768 ~32767 

214 High word -32768 ~32767 

215 Speed percentage 1 ~ 200 % 
216 Acceleration percentage 1 ~ 100 % 
217 TOOL Number 0 ~ 15  
218 BASE Number 0 ~ 31  

219 External axis enabled 0 ~ 1 
0: Disable 
1: Enable  

220 
External axis 

E1 value 

Low word -32768 ~32767 
Unit: 0.001 degree or 0.001 
millimeter  

   
221 High word -32768 ~32767 
222 External axis 

E2 value 

Low word -32768 ~32767 Unit: 0.001 degree or 0.001 
millimeter  223 High word -32768 ~32767 

224 External axis 
E3 value 

Low word -32768 ~32767 Unit: 0.001 degree or 0.001 
millimeter  225 High word -32768 ~32767 

226 Custom command code -32768 ~32767 
Name the command any 
code, the user can define the 
code for identification 

Note: 215=32768.   
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 Execute PTP point-to-point move command with position register: 
Table 18 Position register mode PTP point-to-point movement instructions  

Holding Register 
Location 

Description  Value range Description 

200 Enable status command 0 ~ 1 
0: Ready to complete 
1: Executing the command 

201 Command number 000 PTP command number: 000 

202 Point type: PR 2 

0: Joint coordinate system  
1: Cartesian coordinate 
system  
2: Position register PR 

203 
PR number 

position register number 
1~4000 

 

215 Speed percentage 1~200 % 
216 Acceleration percentage 1~100 % 
217 TOOL Number 0 ~ 15  
218 BASE Number 0 ~ 31  

219 External axis enabled 0 ~ 1 
0: Disable  
1: Enable  

220 External axis 
E1 value 

Low word -32768 ~32767 Unit: 0.001 degree or 0.001 
mm 221 High word -32768 ~32767 

222 External axis 
E2 value 

Low word -32768 ~32767 Unit: 0.001 degree or 0.001 
mm 223 High word -32768 ~32767 

224 External axis 
E3 value 

Low word -32768 ~32767 Unit: 0.001 degree or 0.001 
mm 225 High word -32768 ~32767 

226 Custom command code -32768 ~32767 
Name the command for any 
code, the user can define the 
code for identification 

Note: 215=32768.   
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 To execute the LIN linear movement command in Joint coordinates or Cartesian coordinates:  
Table 19 Joint coordinate or Cartesian coordinate method LIN linear movement command  

Holding Register 
Location 

Description Value range Description 

200 Enable status command 0 ~ 1 
0: Ready to complete 
1: Executing the command 

201 Command number 001 LIN command number: 001 

202 Point type 0 ~ 1 
0: Joint coordinate system  
1: Cartesian coordinate system  
2: Position register PR 

203 
Value 1 

Low word -32768 ~32767 Point type is 0: 
Value1~6 is the value of axis 1~ 
6 (In Four-axis series, robot’s 
axis-3 of unit is 0.001 mm, and 
the value of axis-5 and axis-6 is 
not filled with 0) Unit: 0.001 
degree  
Point type is 1: 
Value1~6 is X, Y, Z, A(RX), B(RY), 
C(RZ) (4-axis series robot 
doesn’t have A, B input 0) 
X, Y, Z unit: 0.001 mm  
A, B, C unit: 0.001 degree  

204 High word -32768 ~32767 
205 

Value 2 
Low word -32768 ~32767 

206 High word -32768 ~32767 
207 

Value 3 
Low word -32768 ~32767 

208 High word -32768 ~32767 
209 

Value 4 
Low word -32768 ~32767 

210 High word -32768 ~32767 
211 

Value 5 
Low word -32768 ~32767 

212 High word -32768 ~32767 
213 

Value 6 
Low word -32768 ~32767 

214 High word -32768 ~32767 

215 TCP speed 1~6000 mm/sec  
216 Acceleration percentage 1~100 % 
217 TOOL Number 0 ~ 15  
218 BASE Number 0 ~ 31  

219 External axis enabled 0 ~ 1 
0: Disable 
1: Enable 

220 External axis E1 
value 

Low word -32768 ~32767 Unit: 0.001 degree or 0.001 
mm 221 High word -32768 ~32767 

222 External axis E2 
value 

Low word -32768 ~32767 Unit: 0.001 degree or 0.001 
mm 223 High word -32768 ~32767 

224 External axis E3 
value 

Low word -32768 ~32767 Unit: 0.001 degree or 0.001 
mm 225 High word -32768 ~32767 

226 custom command code -32768 ~32767 
Name the command for any 
code, the user can define the 
code for identification 

 Execute the LIN linear movement command with the position register: 
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Table 20 Position register method LIN linear movement commands 

Holding Register 
Location 

Description Value range Description 

200 Enable status command 0 ~ 1 

0: Ready to complete 
1: Executing the command 
After the command parameter 
setting is completed, enter 1 to 
send the command 

201 Command number 001 LIN command number: 001 

202 PR point type 2 
0: Joint coordinate system 
1: Cartesian coordinate system  
2: Position register PR 

203 
PR number 

position register number 
1~4000  

215 TCP speed 1~6000 mm/sec  
216 Acceleration percentage 1~100 % 

217 
TOOL coordinate system 

number 
0 ~ 15 

 

218 
BASE coordinate system 

number 
0 ~ 31 

 

219 External axis enabled 0 ~ 1 
0: Disable 
1: Enable 

220 External axis 
E1 value 

Low word -32768 ~32767 
Unit: 0.001 degree or 0.001 mm 

221 High word -32768 ~32767 
222 External axis 

E2 value 
Low word -32768 ~32767 

Unit: 0.001 degree or 0.001 mm 
223 High word -32768 ~32767 
224 

External axis 
E3 value 

Low word -32768 ~32767 

Unit: 0.001 degree or 0.001 mm 
225 High word -32768 ~32767 

226 Custom command code -32768 ~32767 
Name the command for any code, 
the user can define the code for 
identification 

Note: 215=32768.   
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 CIRC arc movement command: 
Table 21 CIRC arc movement commands  

Holding Register 
Location 

Description  Value range Description 

200 Enable status command 0 ~ 1 

0: Ready to complete 1: Executing 
the command After the command 
parameter setting is completed, 
enter 1 to send the command 

201 Command number 002 CIRC Order Number: 002 

202 
X1 

Low word -32768 ~32767 
Unit: 0.001 mm  

203 High word -32768 ~32767 

204 
Y1 

Low word -32768 ~32767 
Unit: 0.001 mm  

205 High word -32768 ~32767 

206 
Z1 

Low word -32768 ~32767 
Unit: 0.001 mm  

207 High word -32768 ~32767 

208 
A1 

Low word -32768 ~32767 
Unit: 0.001 degree  

209 High word -32768 ~32767 

210 
B1 

Low word -32768 ~32767 
Unit: 0.001 degree  

211 High word -32768 ~32767 

212 
C1 

Low word -32768 ~32767 
Unit: 0.001 degree  

213 High word -32768 ~32767 

214 
X2 

Low word -32768 ~32767 
Unit: 0.001 mm  

215 High word -32768 ~32767 

216 
Y2 

Low word -32768 ~32767 
Unit: 0.001 mm  

217 High word -32768 ~32767 

218 
Z2 

Low word -32768 ~32767 
Unit: 0.001 mm  

219 High word -32768 ~32767 

220 
A2 

Low word -32768 ~32767 
Unit: 0.001 degree  

221 High word -32768 ~32767 

222 
B2 

Low word -32768 ~32767 
Unit: 0.001 degree  

223 High word -32768 ~32767 

224 
C2 

Low word -32768 ~32767 
Unit: 0.001 degree  

225 High word -32768 ~32767 

226 TCP speed 1~6000 mm/sec  

227 Acceleration percentage 1~100 % 

228 
Tool coordinate system 
number 

0 ~ 15  
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Table 21 CIRC arc movement command (continued from the previous table) 

Holding Register 
Location  

Description Value range Description 

229 
Base coordinate system 

number 
0 ~ 31  

230 External axis enabled 0 ~ 1 
0: Disable 
1: Enable 

231 External axis 
E1 value 

Low word -32768 ~32767 Unit: 0.001 degree or 0.001 
mm 232 High word -32768 ~32767 

233 External axis 
E2 value 

Low word -32768 ~32767 Unit: 0.001 degree or 0.001 
mm 234 High word -32768 ~32767 

235 External axis 
E3 value 

Low word -32768 ~32767 Unit: 0.001 degree or 0.001 
mm 236 High word -32,768~32,767 

237 Custom command code -32768 ~32767 
Name the command for any 
code, the user can define the 
code for identification 

Note: 215=32768.  
 JOG Inching adjustment command: 

Table 22 JOG jog commands 

Holding Register 
Location 

Description 
Value 
range 

Description 

200 Enable status command 0 ~ 1 

0: Ready to complete 
1: executing the command 
When the JOG instruction is executed, it 
returns to 0 to stop the movement. 

201 Command number 003 JOG command number: 003 

202 
Specify joint or Karl Fischer 

coordinate orientation 
0 ~ 14 

Refer to the below 14 direction code 
values: 

0: A1 5: A6 10: B 
1: A2 6: X 11: C 
2: A3 7: Y 12: E1 
3: A4 8: Z 13: E2 
4: A5 9: A 14: E3 

203 Direction of movement -1 ~ 1 
0: Stop  
1: Positive 
-1: Negative  
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 GO HOME command:  
Table 23 GO HOME commands 

Holding Register 
location 

Description 
Range 
Values 

Description 

200 
Enable status 

command 
0 ~ 1 

0: Ready to complete 
1: executing the command 
When the GO HOME command is executed, it 
will stop moving when it returns to 0. 

201 Command number 004 GO HOME Command Number: 004 

202 
Enable Homing 

(HOME) 
0 ~ 1 

0: Stop  
1: Go Home performs the back-to-origin 
action. 

 
 T_STOP timing register command: 

Table 24: T_STOP timing register  
Holding Register 

Location 
Description 

Value 
range 

Description 

200 
Enable status 

command 
0 ~ 1 

0: Ready to complete 
1: Executing the command 
After the command parameter setting is 
completed, enter 1 to send the command 

201 Command number 005 T_STOP instruction number: 005 

202 
T_STOP timing 

register number 
1 ~ 20 

 

203 STOP state 0 ~ 1 
0: False start timing 
1: True stop timing 

 
 Motion Stop Action stop command:   

Table 25 Motion Stop action stop command 
Holding Register 

Location  
Description 

Value 
range 

Description 

200 
Enable status 

command 
0 ~ 1 

0: Ready to complete 
1: Executing the command, 
Motion Stop can only stop Modbus 
commands, but it cannot stop external 
program startup. 

201 
Command 

number 
006 Motion Stop command number: 006 
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 Set PR to set the position register command: 
Table 26 Set PR setting position register command 

Holding Register 
Location 

Description Value range Description 

200 Enable status command 0 ~ 1 
0: Ready to complete 
1: Executing the command 

201 Command number 100 
Set PR command number: 
100 

202 
PR Number 

position register code 
1 ~ 4000  

203 Point type 0 ~ 2 
0: Null 
1: Joint coordinates  
2: Cartesian coordinates  

204 
Value 1 

Low word -32768 ~32767 Example 1: Point type is 1: 
Value 1~6 is the value of axis 
1~axis 6 
(The unit of axis-3 for four-
axis series robot is 0.001 
mm, and the value of axis-5 
and axis-6 is not filled with 
0) 
Unit: 0.001 degree. 
 
Example 2: Point type is 2: 
Value 1~6 is a X, Y, Z, A(RX), 
B(RY), C(RZ).  
(4-axis series doesn’t have A 
& B value, so input is 0) 
X, Y, Z unit: 0.001 mm  
A, B, C unit: 0.001 degree 

205 High word -32768 ~32767 
206 

Value 2 
Low word -32768 ~32767 

207 High word -32768 ~32767 
208 

Value 3 
Low word -32768 ~32767 

209 High word -32768 ~32767 
210 

Value 4 
Low word -32768 ~32767 

211 High word -32768 ~32767 
212 

Value 5 
Low word -32768 ~32767 

213 High word -32768 ~32767 
214 

Value 6 

Low word -32768 ~32767 

215 High word -32768 ~32767 

Note: 215=32768.  
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 Set the tool coordinate system parameter command: 
Table 27 Set TOOL coordinate system parameter command list 

Holding Register 
Location  

Description  Value range Description 

200 Enable status command 0 ~ 1 
0: Ready to complete 
1: Executing the 
command.  

201 Command number 101 
Set TOOL command 
number: 101 

202 
TOOL Number 

Tool coordinate system number 
0 ~ 15  

203 Cartesian coordinate 
position X axis 

Low word -32768 ~32767 
Unit: 0.001 mm  

204 High word -32768 ~32767 
205 Cartesian coordinate 

position Y axis 
Low word -32768 ~32767 

Unit: 0.001 mm  
206 High word -32768 ~32767 
207 Cartesian coordinate 

position Z axis 
Low word -32768 ~32767 

Unit: 0.001 mm  
208 High word -32768 ~32767 
209 Cartesian coordinate 

A axis (RX) 
Low word -32768 ~32767 

Unit: 0.001 degree 
210 High word -32768 ~32767 
211 Cartesian 

coordinates B axis 
(RY) 

Low word -32768 ~32767 
Unit: 0.001 degree  

212 High word -32768 ~32767 

213 Cartesian coordinate 
C axis (RZ) 

Low word -32768 ~32767 
Unit: 0.001 degree  

214 High word -32768 ~32767 
Note: 215=32768.  
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 Set BASE frame parameter command: 
Table 28 Set Base set the base frame parameter command list 

Holding Register 
Location  

Description  Value range Description 

200 Enable status command 0 ~ 1 
0: Ready to complete 
1: Executing the command 

201 Command number 102 
Set BASE command 
number: 102 

202 
BASE Number 

Base coordinate system number 
1 ~ 31  

203 Cartesian coordinate 
position X axis 

Low word -32768 ~32767 
Unit: 0.001 mm  

204 High word -32768 ~32767 
205 Cartesian coordinate 

position Y axis 
Low word -32768 ~32767 

Unit: 0.001 mm  
206 High word -32768 ~32767 
207 Cartesian coordinate 

position Z axis 
Low word -32768 ~32767 

Unit: 0.001 mm  
208 High word -32768 ~32767 
209 Cartesian coordinate 

A axis (RX) 
Low word -32768 ~32767 

Unit: 0.001 degree  
210 High word -32768 ~32767 
211 Cartesian 

coordinates B axis 
(RY) 

Low word -32768 ~32767 
Unit: 0.001 degree  

212 High word -32768 ~32767 

213 Cartesian coordinate 
C axis (RZ) 

Low word -32768 ~32767 
Unit: 0.001 degree  

214 High word -32768 ~32767 
Note: 215=32768.  
 
 Set Current TOOL sets coordinate system number command: 

Table 29 Set Current TOOL coordinate system number command  
Holding Register 

Location 
Description Value range Description  

200 Enable status command 0 ~ 1 
0: Ready to complete 
1: Executing the command 

201 Command number 103 
Set Current TOOL Command 
Number: 103 

202 
Current TOOL Number 
Current tool coordinate 

system number 
0 ~ 15  
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 Set base frame number command:  
Table 30 Set Current BASE frame number command list 

Holding Register 
Location  

Description  Value range Description  

200 Enable status command 0 ~ 1 
0: Ready to complete 
1: Executing the command 

201 Command number 104 
Set Current BASE Command 
Number: 104 

202 
Current BASE Number 

Current base coordinate 
system number 

0 ~ 31  

 
 Set Home Position command: 

Table 31 Set Home Position Command table for setting the home position 
Holding Register 

Location 
Description Value range Description 

200 Enable status command 0 ~ 1 
0: Ready to complete 
1: Executing the command 

201 Command number 105 
Set Home Position 
Command Number: 105 

202 
A1 joint angle 

Low word -32768 ~32767 
Unit: 0.001 degree 

203 High word -32768 ~32767 
204 

A2 joint angle 
Low word -32768 ~32767 

Unit: 0.001 degree 
205 High word -32768 ~32767 
206 

A3 joint angle 

Low word -32768 ~32767 Six-axis robot unit: 0.001 
degree  
Four-axis robot unit: 0.001 
mm 

207 High word -32768 ~32767 

208 
A4 joint angle 

Low word -32768 ~32767 
Unit: 0.001 degree  

209 High word -32768 ~32767 
210 

A5 joint angle 
Low word -32768 ~32767 Unit: 0.001 degree  

(No A5, A6 values for four-
axis series robot) 

211 High word -32768 ~32767 

212 
A6 joint angle 

Low word -32768 ~32767 Unit: 0.001 degree 
(No A5, A6 values for four-
axis series robot) 

213 High word -32768 ~32767 

Note: 215=32768.  
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 Get PR Get location register information command:  
Table 32 Get PR to get the location register information command list 

Holding Register 
Location  

Description  Value range Description 

200 Enable status command 0 ~ 1 
0: Ready to complete 
1: Executing the command 

201 Command number 200 
Get PR command number: 
200 

202 
PR Number 

position register number 
1 ~ 4000  

 
 Get PR command returns parameters to Input Register: 

Table 33 Return parameter list of Get PR position register  
Holding 
Register 
Location 

Description Value range Description 

202 
PR Number 

position register number 
1 ~ 4000  

203 
PR Point type 

Position register point type 
0 ~ 2 

0: Null 
1: Joint coordinates  
2: Cartesian coordinates  

204 
Value 1 

Low word -32768 ~32767 Example 1: Point type is 1: 
 
Value1~6 is the value of axis 
1~axis 6 (the unit of axis-3 
for four-axis series robot is 
0.001 mm. If there is no 
value of axis-5 and axis-6, fill 
in 0).  
Unit: 0.001 degree. 
 
Example 2: Point type is 2: 
Value1~6 is X, Y, Z, A(RX), 
B(RY), C(RZ) 
(The four-axis series has no 
A & B, so value is 0) 
X, Y, Z unit: 0.001 mm  
A, B, C unit: 0.001 degree  

205 High word -32768 ~32767 
206 

Value 2 
Low word -32768 ~32767 

207 High word -32768 ~32767 
208 

Value 3 
Low word -32768 ~32767 

209 High word -32768 ~32767 
210 

Value 4 
Low word -32768 ~32767 

211 High word -32768 ~32767 
212 

Value 5 
Low word -32768 ~32767 

213 High word -32768 ~32767 
214 

Value 6 

Low word -32768 ~32767 

215 High word -32768 ~32767 

Note: 215=32768.  
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 Get TOOL obtains the tool coordinate system parameter command: 
Table 34 Get TOOL parameter command list of tool coordinate system 

Holding Register 
Location 

Description Value range Description 

200 Enable status command 0 ~ 1 
0: Ready to complete 
1: Executing the command 

201 Command number 201 
Get TOOL instruction 
number: 201 

202 
TOOL Number 

Tool coordinate system 
number 

0 ~ 15  

 
 Get TOOL command returns parameters to Input Register: 

Table 35 Return parameter list of Get TOOL command 
Input Register 

Location  
Description Value range Description 

202 
TOOL Number 

Tool coordinate system number 
0 ~ 15  

203 Cartesian coordinate 
position X axis 

Low word -32768 ~32767 Unit: 0.001 mm  
 204 High word -32768 ~32767 

205 Cartesian coordinate 
position Y axis 

Low word -32768 ~32767 Unit: 0.001 mm  
 206 High word -32768 ~32767 

207 Cartesian coordinate 
position Z axis 

Low word -32768 ~32767 Unit: 0.001 mm  
208 High word -32768 ~32767 
209 Cartesian coordinate 

A axis (RX) 
Low word -32768 ~32767 Unit: 0.001 degree  

210 High word -32768 ~32767 
211 Cartesian 

coordinates B axis 
(RY) 

Low word -32768 ~32767 Unit: 0.001 degree  
 

212 High word -32768 ~32767 

213 Cartesian coordinate 
C axis (RZ) 

Low word -32768 ~32767 Unit: 0.001 degree  
214 High word -32768 ~32767 

Note: 215=32768.  
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 Get BASE frame parameter command  
Table 36 Get the base frame parameter command list 

Holding Register 
Location  

Description  Value range Description 

200 Enable status command 0 ~ 1 
0: Ready to complete 
1: Executing the command 

201 Command number 202 
Get BASE command 
number: 202 

202 
BASE Number 

Base coordinate system 
number 

0 ~ 31  

 
 Get BASE command returns parameters to Input Register: 

Table 37 Return parameter list of Get BASE command 
Input Register 

Location 
Description  Value range Description 

202 
BASE Number 

Base coordinate system number 
0 ~ 31  

203 Cartesian coordinate 
position X axis 

Low word -32768 ~32767 Unit: 0.001 mm  
 204 High word -32768 ~32767 

205 Cartesian coordinate 
position Y axis 

Low word -32768 ~32767 Unit: 0.001 mm  
 206 High word -32768 ~32767 

207 Cartesian coordinate 
position Z axis 

Low word -32768 ~32767 Unit: 0.001 mm  
208 High word -32768 ~32767 
209 Cartesian coordinate 

A axis (RX) 
Low word -32768 ~32767 Unit: 0.001 degree  

 210 High word -32768 ~32767 
211 Cartesian 

coordinates B axis 
(RY) 

Low word -32768 ~32767 Unit: 0.001 degree  
 

212 High word -32768 ~32767 

213 Cartesian coordinate 
C axis (RZ) 

Low word -32768 ~32767 Unit: 0.001 degree  
214 High word -32768 ~32767 

Note: 215=32768.  
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 Get Current tool coordinate system number command: 
Table 38 Get Current TOOL coordinate system number command list 

Holding Register 
Location 

Description Value range Description 

200 Enable status command 0 ~ 1 
0: Ready to complete 
1: Executing the command 

201 Command number 203 
GET Current TOOL 
command number: 203 

 
 Get Current TOOL command returns parameters to Input Register: 

Table 39 Return parameter list of Get Current TOOL command 
Input Register 

Location 
Description Value range Description 

202 
Current TOOL Number 

Current tool coordinate 
system number 

0 ~ 15  

 
 Get Current BASE: system number command: 

Table 40 Get Current base frame number instruction list 
Holding Register 

Location  
Description Value range Description 

200 Enable status command 0 ~ 1 
0: Ready to complete 
1: Executing the command 

201 Command number 204 
Get Current BASE Command 
Number: 204 

 
 Get Current BASE command returns parameters to Input Register: 

Table 41 Parameters returned by the Get Current BASE command 
Holding Register 

Location 
Description Value range Description 

202 
Current BASE Number 

Current base coordinate 
system number  

0 ~ 31  
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  Get Home Position parameter command: 
Table 42 Get Home Position parameter command list 

Holding Register 
Location  

Description Value range Description 

200 Enable status command 0 ~ 1 
0: Ready to complete 
1: Executing the command 

201 Command number 205 
Get Home Position 
Command Number: 205 

 
 Get Home Position command returns parameters to Input Register: 

Table 43 Return parameter list of Get Home Position command 
Input Register 

Location 
Description Value range Description 

202 
A1 joint angle 

Low word -32768 ~32767 
Unit: 0.001 degree 

203 High word -32768 ~32767 
204 

A2 joint angle 
Low word -32768 ~32767 

Unit: 0.001 degree  
205 High word -32768 ~32767 
206 

A3 joint angle 
Low word -32768 ~32767 Six-axis unit: 0.001 degree  

Four-axis unit: 0.001 mm 207 High word -32768 ~32767 
208 

A4 joint angle 
Low word -32768 ~32767 

Unit: 0.001 degree  
209 High word -32768 ~32767 
210 

A5 joint angle 
Low word -32768 ~32767 Unit: 0.001 degree  

(No A5 & A6 values for four-
axis series robot) 

211 High word -32768 ~32767 

212 
A6 joint angle 

Low word -32768 ~32767 Unit: 0.001 degree (degree) 
(No A5 & A6 values for four-
axis series) 

213 High word -32768 ~32767 

Note: 215=32768.  
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5.3.3.7 Instruction parameter for example application  
This chapter provides the examples and descriptions for the application cases.  
 

 Example 1 - Fieldbus input (SI) signal sent from master to slave robot (COIL application example)  

 
 
Application description:  
The client device transmits the SI signal to the COIL register of the Robot. The corresponding Coil 
register location of SI is shown in Table 44. SI1 ~ SI8 system coil registers are preset as input signal 
for external program function. SI9 ~ SI256 are user self-defined signals, as long as the master side 
transmits the change of the value in the Coil register location, it is the switching signal Switch, can 
read and write signals, value 0 is OFF, value 1 is ON. 
 

 Coil parameter setting description:  
Table 44 Fieldbus Input (SI) Position  

Register address Function Description  
Numerical 

Value 
0 SI1 Start  0 / 1 
1 SI2 Hold  0 / 1 
2 SI3 Stop  0 / 1 
3 SI4 Enable  0 / 1 
4 SI5 RSR1 (Select program 1) 0 / 1 
5 SI6 RSR2 (Select program 2) 0 / 1 
6 SI7 RSR3 (Select program 3) 0 / 1 
7 SI8 RSR4 (Select program 4) 0 / 1 
8 SI9 Self-definition 0 / 1 
9 SI10 Self-definition 0 / 1 
⁞ ⁞ ⁞ ⁞ 

255 SI256 Self-definition 0 / 1 
For full description, please refer to Section 5.3.3.2.  
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 Example 2 – The master device reads the fieldbus output SO signal from the slave Robot register 
(Discrete Input application example)  

 

 
 Application description: The master (Client) device can read the SO signal of the slave Robot through 

the Discrete Input register. The position of the SO corresponding to the Discrete Input register is 
shown in Table 45. The S01 ~ S08 system is preset to output the external program function Signals, 
SO9 ~ SO256 are user self-defined signals. The master device only needs to input the value change 
in the Discrete Input register position to switch the signal. The value 0 is OFF, and the value 1 is ON.  
 

 Discrete Input parameter setting description:  
Table 45 Fieldbus Output (SO) Position Correspondence Table 

Holdiing register 
location 

 
Function Description  

Numerical 
value 

0 SO1  Run    0 / 1 
1 SO2 Held   0 / 1 
2 SO3 Fault   0 / 1 
3 SO4 Ready  0 / 1 
4 SO5 ACK1 (Run program 1) 0 / 1 
5 SO6 ACK2 (Run program 1) 0 / 1 
6 SO7 ACK3 (Run program 1) 0 / 1 
7 SO8 ACK4 (Run program 1) 0 / 1 
8 SO9 self-definition 0 / 1 
9 SO10 self-definition 0 / 1 
⁞ ⁞ ⁞ ⁞ 

255 SO256 self-definition 0 / 1 
A complete description explained in Section 5.3.3.1. 
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 Example 3 - PTP point-to-point move of robot angle application: 
 Application description: PTP point-to-point moving angle is executed in the joint coordinate system, 

the angle of the first axis is 90 degrees, the angle of the second to sixth axes is 0 degrees, the speed 
is 50%, the acceleration is 100%, the tool coordinate is1, the base coordinate is 2. 

 Command: PTP {A1 90, A2 0, A3 0, A4 0, A5 0, A6 0} Vel = 50% Acc = 100% TOOL[1] BASE[2] 
 Data bit conversion description: (Please refer to Appendix II, MODBUS calculation method 

description) 
A1:90(degree)=90*1000(0.001degree)=1*65536 + 24464   
Description: quotient=1 (A1_High word), remainder=24464 (A1_Low word) R203 = (90 * 1000) % 
65536 = 24464 = 0x5F90 (hex) 
Description: After multiplying the A1 axis angle by 1000, divide it by 65536 and find the remainder 
to obtain the value of R203 (A1_Low word). R204 = (90 * 1000) / 65536 = 1 
Description: After multiplying the angle of the A1 axis by 1000, and then dividing by 65536 to obtain 
the quotient, the value of R204 (A1_High word) can be obtained.  
Please refer to Table 17 for the input holding register location number 
 

 Holding Register Parameter setting description: 
Table 46 PTP point-to-point moving angle command parameter settings 

Register address Description 
Numerical 

value 
Register address Description 

Numerical 
value 

201 Command 
number 

0 214 A6_High word 0 

202 point type 0 215 Speed percentage 50 
203 A1_Low word 24464 216 Acceleration 

percentage 
100 

204 A1_High word 1 217 Tool coordinate 
system number 

1 

205 A2_Low word 0 218 Base coordinate 
system number 

2 

206 A2_High word 0 219 External axis 
enabled 

0 

207 A3_Low word 0 220 E1_ Low word 0 
208 A3_High word 0 221 E1_High word 0 
209 A4_Low word 0 222 E2_ Low word 0 
210 A4_High word 0 223 E2_High word 0 
211 A5_Low word 0 224 E3_ Low word 0 
212 A5_High word 0 225 E3_High word 0 
213 A6_Low word 0 226  0 
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 Example 4 - LIN linear moving robot position application: 
 Application description: Execute LIN linear movement position with Cartesian coordinates, the X-

axis position is -300mm, the Y-axis position is 300mm, the Z-axis position is 400mm, the A-axis angle 
is 180 degrees, the B-axis angle is 0 degrees, and the C-axis angle is 90 degrees, speed 1000mm/s, 
acceleration 100%, tool coordinate 3, base coordinate 7. 

 Command: LIN {X -300, Y 300, Z 400, A 180, B 0, C 90} Vel = 1000 mm/s Acc = 100% TOOL[3] BASE[7] 
 Data bit conversion description: 

 R203 = (-300 * 1000) % 65536 = 27680 = 0x6C20 (hex)  
 R204 = (-300 * 1000) % 65536 = -5 = 0xFFFB (hex) 
 R205 = (300 * 1000) % 65536 = 37856 (unsigned) = -27680 (signed) = 0x93E0 (hex) 

Description: After multiplying the Y-axis position by 1000, divide it by 65536, and then convert the 
remainder to the 16-bit (signed) format with a negative number, and then the value of R205 (Y_Low 
word) can be obtained. 

 R206 = (300 * 1000) / 65536 = 4 
 Description: After multiplying the angle of the A1 axis by 1000, and then dividing by 65536 to obtain 
the quotient, the value of R206 (Y_High word) can be obtained. 

 R207 = (400 * 1000) % 65536 = 6784 = 0x1A80 (hex) 
 R208 = (400 * 1000) / 65536 = 6 
 R209 = (180 * 1000) % 65536 = 48928 (unsigned) = -16608 (signed) = 0xBF20 (hex) 
 R210 = (180 * 1000) / 65536 = 2 
 R213 = (90 * 1000) % 65536 = 24464 = 0x5F90 (hex) 
 R214 = (90 * 1000) / 65536 = 1 

Please refer to Appendix 2, MODBUS calculation method description, and the input register  
location can refer to Table 19. 

 Holding Register parameter setting description: 
Table 47 LIN linear movement position command parameter setting 

Register address Description  
Numerical 

value 
Register address Description  

Numerical 
value 

201 Command 
number 

0 214 C_High word 1 

202 Point type 0 215 TCP speed 1000 
203 X_Low word 27680 216 Acceleration 

percentage 
100 

204 X_High word -5 217 Tool coordinate 
system number 

3 

205 Y_Low word -27680 218 Base coordinate 
system number 

7 

206 Y_High word 4 219 External axis 
enabled 

0 

207 Z_Low word 6784 220 E1_ Low word 0 
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Register address Description  
Numerical 

value 
Register address Description  

Numerical 
value 

208 Z_High word 6 221 E1_High word 0 
209 A_Low word -16608 222 E2_ Low word 0 
210 A_High word 2 223 E2_High word 0 
211 B_Low word 0 224 E3_ Low word 0 
212 B_High word 0 225 E3_High word 0 
213 C_Low word 24464 226  0 

 
 Example 5 - Application of JOG adjustment command: 
 Application description: move the first axis joint in the positive direction by jogging. 

 
 Holding Register Parameter setting description: 

Table 48 JOG jog command parameter setting 

Register address Description  
Numerical 

value 
201 Command number 3 
202 Specify joint or Karl Fischer 

coordinate orientation 
0 

203 Moving direction 1 
 
Supplementary description: When the register position 200 is 1, the command is enabled, the first axis joint 
moves in the positive direction, and when it returns to 0, the movement is stopped. Refer to Table 22 for the 
input holding register location. 
 
 Example 6 – Application of Go Home back-to-HOME command: 
 Application description: Go back to the HOME with the Go Home back-to-HOME command. 

 
 Holding Register parameter setting description: 

Table 49 Go Home return-to-home command parameter setting 

Register address Description  
Numerical 

value 
201 Command number 4 
202 Enable back to HOME 1 

 
Supplementary description: When the register position 200 is 1, the command is enabled, and the robot 
moves toward the HOME; when it returns to 0, the movement is stopped. 
Refer to Table 23 for the input holding register location.  
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 Example 7 - Application of Set PR command to set position register: 
 Application description: Use the SET PR instruction to set the position register number 2 cartesian  

coordinate position, the X-axis position is 90mm, the Y-axis position is 0mm, the Z-axis position is 
0mm, the A-axis angle is 0 degrees, and the B-axis angle is 0 degrees, the C-axis angle is 0 degrees. 

 Directive: $ PR [2] = {X 90, Y 0, Z 0, A 0, B 0, C 0}  
 
 Data bit conversion description: (Please refer to Appendix II, MODBUS calculation method 

description) 
X-axis: 90(mm) = 90*1000(0.001mm) = 1*65536 + 24464 
Description: quotient=1 (X_High word), remainder=24464 (X_Low word) 

   
R204 = (90 * 1000) % 65536 = 24464 = 0x5F90 (hex) 
Explanation: After multiplying the X-axis position by 1000, divide it by 65536 and find the remainder 
to obtain the value of R204 (X_Low word). 

 R205 = (90 * 1000) % 65536 = 1 
Explanation: After multiplying the X-axis position by 1000, and then dividing by 65536 to obtain the 
quotient, the value of R205 (X_High word) can be obtained. 
Refer to Table 26 for the input holding register location. 
 

 Holding Register parameter setting description: 
Table 50 Set PR setting position register command parameter setting 

Register address Description  
Numerical 

value 
201 Command number 100 
202 PR location register code 2 
203 PR position register point 

type 
2 

204 X_Low word 24464 
205 X_High word 1 
206 Y_Low word 0 
207 Y_High word 0 
208 Z_Low word 0 
209 Z_High word 0 
210 A_Low word 0 
211 A_High word 0 
212 B_Low word 0 
213 B_High word 0 
214 C_Low word 0 
215 C_High word 0 
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 Example 8 - Application of Get PR command to obtain position register information: 
 Application description: Use the Get PR command to obtain the information of the position 

register No. 2. 
 

 Holding Register Parameter setting description: 
 Refer to Table 32 for the input holding register location. 

Table 1 Get PR Get position register information command parameter settings 

Register address Description  
Numerical 

value 
201 Command number 200 
202 Position register number 2 

 Input Register Parameter return description: 
Returns the PR location information set in Example 5. 
Table 2 Get PR Get position register information command parameter return description 

Register address Description  
Numerical 

value 
201 Command number 100 

202 PR location register number 2 

203 PR position register point 
type 

2 

204 X_Low word 24464 
205 X_High word 1 
206 Y_Low word 0 
207 Y_High word 0 
208 Z_Low word 0 
209 Z_High word 0 
210 A_Low word 0 
211 A_High word 0 
212 B_Low word 0 
213 B_High word 0 
214 C_Low word 0 
215 C_High word 0 
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 Example 9 – Execute LIN linear motion application with position register: 
 Application description: Use LIN linear movement command to move to position register number 

2, speed 1000mm/s, acceleration 100%, tool coordinate 3, base coordinate 7.  
 Command: LIN $PR[2] Vel = 1000 mm/s Acc = 100% TOOL[3] BASE[7] 
 Holding Register parameter setting description: 

Please refer to Table 20 for the input register location. 
 
Table 53 Execute LIN linear movement parameter setting with position register 

Register 
address 

Description  
Numerical 

value 

201 Command number 1 

202 PR location register number 2 

203 PR position register point type 2 
215 TCP speed 1000 
216 Acceleration percentage 100 
217 Tool coordinate system number 3 
218 Base coordinate system number 7 
219 External axis enabled 0 
220 E1_Low word 0 
221 E1_High word 0 
222 E2_Low word 0 
223 E2_High word 0 
224 E3_Low word 0 
225 E3_High word 0 
226 Custom command code 0 
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5.4 MODBUS CLIENT Communication Instructions 

5.4.1. MODBUS CLIENT Functional Application Notes 
 

The purpose of this function is that users can use the HIWIN robotic programming language to perform 
Modbus Client communication functions, including Modbus RTU Client and Modbus TCP Client 
communication, and can connect up to 4 groups of Servers at the same time. The robot arm is the main 
terminal (Client) to read/write 4 Modbus data types from the slave terminal (Server): Discrete Input, Coil, 
Input Registers, Holding Registers and other instructions, and include integer High word (high byte) and 
Low Word (low byte) swap instructions, and IEEE754 instructions used to convert floating point numbers 
and integers. 

 

Figure 22 Schematic diagram of Modbus communication  
 

  

[Note] The direction of the arrow is the data flow  
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5.4.2. MODBUS CLIENT Function Interface Setting Description 
 
Modbus Client connection function can be set through the software interface, or the connection can be 
made in the HIWIN robotic arm programming language. This chapter explains how to open the connection 
through the software function interface, which is divided into two setting pages: Modbus RTU Client and 
Modbus TCP Client in HRSS or Caterpillar software. 

 
 Robot system software HRSS setting: 

5.4.2.1 HRSS’ Modbus RTU Client Connection Step  
A. After opening the HRSS software, switch the user mode into expert, click Main Menu  click display 

 click Fieldbus  parameter setting interface display will appeared, as shown in Figure 31 below. 

 
Figure 31 HRSS Modbus RTU Client connection interface setting diagram  

 
B. You can choose "Channel1" or "Channel2" according to the existing communication equipment. 
C. Select "Modbus RTU Client " in the Connection Type. 
D. Server Number: The number of slave connections; the remote device number needs to be set, and 

the input range is 1 to 4. 
E. Slave ID: Need to set the connection device’s slave Id.  
F. Set the COMPORT parity check parameter, odd parity, even parity, "None": no parity; Stop bit can 

be selected as 1 or 2; Baud rate: transmission baud rate (bit/s), the same baud rate must be set with 
the connected device; Data bits: communication data bits, the input range is 5 ~ 8. 

G. Discrete Input Begin (1~256), Coil Begin (1~256), Input Register Begin (0~999) and Holding Register 
Begin (0~999), set the starting position of the remote device. 

H. Discrete Input Size, Coil Size, Input Register Size and Holding Register Size, set the data length of the 
remote device, corresponding to SI, SO, SRR, SRW, respectively. If the data is a 0 for any parameters, 
which means it is not enabled. 
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I. After the selection is completed, click "Connect" to establish the connection, and the connection 
will be made with these settings after restarting the HRSS software. 

 
 

5.4.2.2 HRSS’ Modbus TCP Client connection steps 
 

A. After opening the HRSS software, switch the user mode into expert, click Main Menu  click Display 
 click Fieldbus  the parameter setting interface will appears, as shown in Figure 32 below. 

 
Figure 32 HRSS Modbus TCP Client connection interface setting diagram  

 
B. Channel number, you can choose "Channel1" or "Channel2" according to the existing 

communication equipment. 
C. For connection type, select "Modbus TCP Client ". 
D. Server Number Slave identity name, the remote device number needs to be set, and the input range 

is 1 ~ 4. 
E. Remote IP; The remote connection IP address needs to be set to corresponding to the IP of the 

remote device. 
F. Remote Port; The remote connection port needs to be set to corresponding to the remote device 

communication port.  
G. Discrete Input Begin (1~256), Coil Begin (1~256), Input Register Begin (0~999) and Holding Register 

Begin (0~999), set the starting position of the remote device.  
J. Discrete Input Size, Coil Size, Input Register Size and Holding Register Size, set the data length of the 

remote device, corresponding to SI, SO, SRR, SRW, respectively. If the data value is 0 for any 
parameters, which means it is not enabled. 

K. After the selection is completed, click "Connect" to establish the connection, and the connection 
will be made with these setting after restart the HRSS software. 
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 Remote operation interface of software Caterpillar settings: 
5.4.2.3 Caterpillar's Modbus RTU Client connection steps 
 

C. Open the Caterpillar software, and click on the fieldbus at the bottom of the interface  click 
Setting  The parameter setting interface will be appeared as shown in Figure 33 below. 

 
Figure 33 Caterpillar's Modbus RTU Client connection interface setting diagram  

 
D. Channel number, you can choose "Channel1" or "Channel2" according to the existing 

communication equipment.  
E. For Connection Type, select "Modbus RTU Client ".  
F. Slave ID number, need to set the connection device’s slave station number. 
G. Server Number, the remote device’s number needs to be set, and the input range is 1 ~ 4. 
H. Set the port/COMPORT parity check parameter, odd parity, even parity, "None": no parity; Stop bit 

can be selected as 1 or 2, Baud rate: transmission baud rate (bit/s), the same baud rate must be set 
with the connected device; Data bits: communication data bits, the input range is 5 ~ 8. 

I. Discrete Input Begin (1~256), Coil Begin (1~256), Input Register Begin (0~999) and Holding Register 
Begin (0~999), set the start position of the remote device. 

L. Discrete Input Size, Coil Size, Input Register Size and Holding Register Size, set the data length of the 
remote device, corresponding to SI, SO, SRR, SRW respectively. If the data value is 0 for any 
parameters, which means it is not enabled. 

M. After the selection is completed, click "Connect" to establish the connection, and the connection 
will be made with these setting after restart the Caterpillar software. 
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5.4.2.4 Caterpillar's Modbus TCP Client connection steps  
 

A. Open the Caterpillar software, and click on the fieldbus at the bottom of the interface  click 
Setting  The parameter setting interface will be appeared as shown in Figure 34 below. 

 
Figure 34 Setting diagram of Caterpillar's Modbus TCP Client connection interface  

 
B. Channel number, you can choose "Channel1" or "Channel2" according to the existing 

communication equipment. 
C. For Connection Type, you need to select "Modbus TCP Client ".  
D. The remote connection of IP address needs to be set to correspond to the IP of the remote device. 
E. The remote connection port needs to be set to correspond to the communication port of the remote 

device. 
F. Server Number Slave identity name, the remote device number needs to be set, and the input range 

is 1 ~ 4. 
G. Discrete Input Begin (1~256), Coil Begin (1~256), Input Register Begin (0~999) and Holding Register 

Begin (0~999), set the start position of the remote device. 
H. Discrete Input Size, Coil Size, Input Register Size and Holding Register Size, set the data length of the 

remote device, corresponding to SI, SO, SRR, SRW, respectively. A data length of 0 means not enabled. 
If the data value is 0 for any parameters, which means it is not enabled. 

I. After the selection is completed, click "Connect" to establish the connection, and the connection will 
be made with these setting after restart the Caterpillar software. 
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5.4.3. MODBUS CLIENT Application Instruction Description 
 

This chapter will explain the Modbus Client command, which uses the robot as the main terminal (Client) to 
read/write 4 types of Modbus data from the slave (Server): Discrete Input, Coil, Input Registers, Holding 
Registers and other commands, and include integer High word (high byte) and Low Word (low byte) swap 
commands, and IEEE754 instructions for converting floating point numbers to integers, refer to Table 54 
Modbus Client command summary table and Table 59 Modbus Client command summary table in the 
appendix. 

 
Table 54 Summary of Modbus Client commands 

Modbus Client instruction Description  
MBC_RTU_OPEN() Turn on Modbus RTU CLIENT connect 
MBC_RTU_CLOSE() Turn on Modbus RTU CLIENT connect 
MBC_TCP_OPEN() Turn on Modbus RTU CLIENT connect 
MBC_TCP_CLOSE() Turn on Modbus RTU CLIENT connect 
MBC_READ_DINPUT() Read discrete input  
MBC_READ_COIL() Read Coil  
MBC_WRITE_COIL() Write coil 
MBC_READ_INPUT() Read input registers  
MBC_READ_HOLDING() Read input registers 
MBC_WRITE_HOLDING() Write input registers 
Data Processing Function Instructions Description 

SWAP_WORD 
High and low column character 
conversion 

IEEE754_ENCODE IEEE754 Format float to integer 

IEEE754_DECODE 
IEEE754 Format integer to floating 
point 

The following subsections will explain each command.  
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5.4.3.1 MBC_RTU_OPEN Modbus RTU Client connection command 
 
o Instruction description:  
Start the connection command for the Modbus RTU Client, and connect according to the set connection 
parameters of the Modbus RTU Client. As the client, the Robot uses Modbus RTU communication to control 
the applicable commands of the Server. If the Modbus RTU Client is used, the open connection command 
must be used first, and then other commands to control the Modbus Client can be applied. One robot can 
only connect to 4 groups of servers at the same time. 
o Prerequisites： 

Applicable software version Command preset 
state 

HRSS3.3.10 and above Caterpillar1.0.8 and above FINE (no preread) 

 The Modbus RTU Client function interface needs to be set up, and the Robot is connected to the 
control server through the RS485 cable. 

 
o Instruction format: 

MBC_RTU_OPEN ([Number of Connections], [Connection Station Number], [Transmission Baud 
Rate], [Parity Check Information], [Data Bits], [Stop Bit Information], [Serial Port 
Number]) 

 
o Format/parameter description: 

 To enable RTU connection, you need to declare the array first, the size of the array is the number 
of connections to be connected, and the connection ID of the slave end (Server) is filled in the array. 

 [Number of connections] is the size of the connected RTU Server (Slave) array, the input range is 1 
~ 4. 

 [Connection Station No.] is the RTU Server (Slave) ID station number of the connection. If the array 
name or the number of connections is 1, you can directly input the connection station number. 
Enter "-1" to indicate no connection. 

 [Transmission Baud Rate] is the transmission baud rate unit (bit/s) of the connection, and the same 
baud rate should be set with the connected device. 

 [Parity check information] is the data parity check, you can choose "'N'" for no parity check, "'O'" 
for odd parity check, and "'E'" for even parity check. 

 [Data Bit] is the serial communication data bit, the input range is 5 ~ 8. 
 [Stop bit information] is the value of the stop unit, 1 means use 1 stop bit; 2 means use 2 stop bits. 
 [Serial port number] is the serial port (COM) number of the connection. The default value of the 

real machine controller is 3, but it cannot be input. The HRSS offline software can input the range 
of 1 ~ 32. 
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o Example 1: (Multiple groups of connections) 
INT SLAVE_ID[4] 
SLAVE_ID[1] = 5 
SLAVE_ID[2] = 3 
SLAVE_ID[3] = 6 
SLAVE_ID[4] = 15 
MBC_RTU_OPEN (4, SLAVE_ID, 115200,'N', 8, 1) 
 

o Example description: 
Declare the array name SLAVE_ID, the array is a 1X4 one-dimensional array, and the array value is an 
integer. Set the number and number of connections of the Modbus RTU Client. The number of 
connected servers is 4, and the ID[1] ~ ID[4] numbers are 5, 3, 6, and 15 respectively. 
 
Enable Modbus RTU Client connection: enable the number of 4 server connections, the SLAVE_ID 
array is the connection station number, the Modbus RTU Client transmission baud rate is 115200 bit/s, 
select "'N'" for no parity check method, serial communication data The bit is 8, use 1 stop bit, the 
serial port is default COM3 (cannot be input), execute the connection command. 
 

o Example 2: (Single group connection) 
MBC_RTU_OPEN (1, 10, 115200,'N', 8, 1) 
 

o Example description: 
Enable Modbus RTU Client connection: enable the number of connections per server, the connection 
station number is 10, the transmission baud rate of Modbus RTU Client is 115200 bit/s, select "'N'" 
for no parity check mode, serial communication data bits It is 8, use 1 stop bit, the serial port is default 
COM3 (cannot be input), execute the connection command. 
 

o Refer to related commands: 
MBC_RTU_CLOSE(), ARRAY declares the array command.  
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5.4.3.2 MBC_RTU_CLOSE Modbus RTU Client connection command 
 
o Instruction description: 

End the Modbus RTU Client connection function command, make the related commands unavailable, 
and close the connection between the Modbus RTU master end and the slave end. 

 
o Prerequisites : 

Applicable software version Command preset state 

HRSS3.3.10 and above Caterpillar1.0.8 or above FINE (pre-read) 

 All functional interfaces of Modbus RTU Client need to be set up, and the Robot is connected to 
control the Server through RS485 wiring. 
 

o Instruction format: 

MBC_RTU_CLOSE( )  

 
o Format/parameter description: 

 MBC_RTU_CLOSE() code Executes closing the Modbus RTU connection. 
 

o Example: 
INT SLAVE_ID [4]  
SLAVE_ID[1] = 5 
SLAVE_ID[2] = 3 
MBC_RTU_OPEN (2, SLAVE_ID, 115200, 'N', 8, 1) 
MBC_RTU_CLOSE() 
 

o Example description: 
o The declaration array sets the number of connections of the Modbus RTU Client. Open Modbus 

RTU Client connection: input the connection parameters Server number 4, array name, Modbus 
RTU Client transmission rate is 115200 bit/s, no parity check, use 1 stop bit, serial port is default 
COM3, execute connection. 

o Close the connection with the server. 
o Refer to the relevant instructions: 

MBC_RTU_OPEN 
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5.4.3.3 MBC_TCP_OPEN Modbus TCP Client connection command 
 
o Instruction description: 
Open the connection command for the Modbus TCP Client, and connect according to the set connection 
parameters of the Modbus TCP Client. As the client, the robot uses Modbus TCP communication to control 
the applicable commands of the Server. If the Modbus TCP Client is used, the open connection command 
must be used first, and then other commands to control the Modbus Client can be applied. 
o Prerequisites: 

Applicable software version Command preset state 

HRSS3.3.10 and above Caterpillar1.0.8 or above FINE (pre-read) 

 All functional interfaces of Modbus TCP Client need to be set up, and the robot is connected to 
control the server side through the Ethernet cable, which is a specific command. 
 

o Instruction format: 

MBC_TCP_OPEN( [Connection Number], [IP Address], [Port] ) 

 
o Format/parameter description: 

 [Connection No.] is the server number of the connection, and the input range is 1 ~ 4. 
 [IP address] is the IP address of the server connected to the connection. In the IP format, you need 

to enter 4 values separated by a decimal point 「.」, and the IP address must be separated by 
double quotation marks「"」. 

 [Communication port] is the server communication port of the connection, and the same 
communication port as the connected device must be set. 
 

o Examples: 
MBC_TCP_OPEN(1, "192.168.0.1", 5000) 
 

o Example description: 
Set the connection parameters of the Modbus TCP Client, the server number of the connection is 1, 
the server IP of the connection is "192.168.0.1", the server port of the connection is 5000, and the 
connection is executed. 

 
o Refer to the relevant instructions: 

MBC_TCP_CLOSE() 
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5.4.3.4 MBC_TCP_CLOSE Modbus TCP Client connection command 
 
o Instruction description: 

End the Modbus TCP Client connection function command, make the related commands unavailable, 
and close the connection between the Modbus TCP master and slave. 

 
o Prerequisites: 

Applicable software version Command preset state 

HRSS3.3.10 and above Caterpillar1.0.8 or above FINE (pre-read) 

 The Modbus TCP Client function interface needs to be set up, and the robot is connected to the 
server through the Ethernet cable connection. 
 

o Instruction format: 

MBC_TCP_CLOSE ( [connection number] ) 

 
o Format/parameter description: 

 [Connection No.] is the server number of the connection to be closed, and the input range is 1 ~ 
4. 

 
o Examples: 

MBC_TCP_OPEN(1, "192.168.0.1", 5000) 
MBC_TCP_CLOSE(1) 
 

o Example description: 
Set the connection parameters of the Modbus TCP Client, the server number of the connection is 1, 
the server IP of the connection is 192.168.0.1, the server port of the connection is 5000, and the 
connection is performed. 
Close the server connection of number 1. 
 

o Refer to the relevant instructions: 
MBC_TCP_OPEN()  
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5.4.3.5 MBC_READ_DINPUT Read Discrete Input command 
o Instruction description: 

Read the Discrete Input information command of the specified server number, which is used for the 
discrete input Discrete Input type robot to receive the input information of the remote device. 
o Prerequisites: 

Applicable software version Command preset state 

HRSS3.3.10 and above Caterpillar1.0.8 and above FINE (pre-read) 
 Modbus Client connection setting needs to be completed; it is a specific command. 

o Instruction format: 

MBC_READ_DINPUT( [Connection number], [Start address], [Data content], [Data length] ) 

o Format/parameter description: 
 [Connection No.] is the server number of the connection, and the input range is 1 ~ 4. 
 [Starting address] It is the starting address of reading the discrete input, the starting position starts 

from 0 (HRSS, Caterpillar program starts from 1). 
 [Data content] is the data content to be written. Integer variable writing can be declared for single 

data, and array writing can be declared for multiple data, which can be declared by INT or UINT, 
and the parameter value is 0 or 1. 
(INT is a signed 32-bit integer, ranging from -2147483648(-231) to 2147483647(231-1); UINT is an 
unsigned 32-bit integer, ranging from 0 to 4294967295(232-1)) 

 [Data length] is the number of data to read the discrete input, the input range is 1 ~ 48. 
o Examples: 

INT DATA_ARRAY[3] 
MBC_TCP_OPEN(1,"10.177.36.95",502) 
MBC_READ_DINPUT(1, 0, DATA_ARRAY, 3) 

o Example description: 
Declare the array name DATA_ARRAY, the array is a 1X3 one-dimensional array, and the array value is 
an integer type to store the read value. 
Open the Modbus TCP Client connection, the server number of the connection is 1, the server IP of 
the connection is "10.177.36.95", and the server port of the connection is 502. 
Modbus Client read end number 1 is connected to the Discrete Input register in the device, starting 
from Discrete Input at address 0, and then reads 3 data and stores them in the DATA_ARRAY array in 
sequence. 
If the signals of register address 0 ~ 3 are ON, OFF, ON in sequence, the data is read as DATA_ARRAY[1] 
= 1, DATA_ARRAY[2] = 0, DATA_ARRAY[3] = 1. 
 

o Refer to the relevant instructions: 
MBC_READ_COIL, MBC_WRITE_COIL, MBC_READ_INPUT, MBC_READ_HOLDING, 
MBC_WRITE_HOLDING, ARRAY declare array command, Discrete Input.   
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5.4.3.6 MBC_READ_COIL command 
o Instruction description: 

Read the coil information command of the specified server number, which is used for the coil type robot 
end to receive the input information of the remote device end. 
o Prerequisites: 

Applicable software version Command preset state 

HRSS3.3.10 and above Caterpillar1.0.8 or above FINE (pre-read) 

 Modbus Client connection setting needs to be completed; it is a specific command. 
o Instruction format: 

MBC_READ_COIL ( [Connection number], [Start address], [Data content], [Data length] ) 

o Format/parameter description: 
 [Connection number] is the server number of the connection, the input range is 1 ~ 4. 
 [Starting address] is the starting address of reading coil, the starting position starts from 0 (HRSS, 

Caterpillar program starts from 1). 
 [Data content] is the data content to be written. Integer variable writing can be declared for single 

data, and array writing can be declared for multiple data, which can be declared by INT or UINT, 
and the parameter value is 0 or 1. 
(INT is a signed 32-bit integer, ranging from -2147483648(-231) to 2147483647(231-1); UINT is an 
unsigned 32-bit integer, ranging from 0 to 4294967295(232-1)). 

 [Data length] is the number of data to read coil, the input range is 1 ~ 48. 
o Examples: 

INT DATA_ARRAY[3] 
MBC_TCP_OPEN(1,"10.177.36.95",502) 
MBC_READ_COIL(1, 0, DATA_ARRAY, 3) 

o Example description: 
Declare the array name DATA_ARRAY, the array is a 1X3 one-dimensional array, and the array value is 
an integer type to store the read value. 
Open the Modbus TCP Client connection, the server number of the connection is 1, the server IP of 
the connection is "10.177.36.95", and the server port of the connection is 502. 
The Modbus Client reads the Coil register in the device connected to the slave terminal number 1, 
and reads 3 data from the Coil start address 0 to the DATA_ARRAY array. 
If the signals of register address 0 ~ 3 are ON, OFF, ON in sequence, the data is read as DATA_ARRAY[1] 
= 1, DATA_ARRAY[2] = 0, DATA_ARRAY[3] = 1. 

 
o Refer to the relevant instructions: 

MBC_READ_DINPUT, MBC_WRITE_COIL, MBC_READ_INPUT, MBC_READ_HOLDING, 
MBC_WRITE_HOLDING, ARRAY declare array command, Coil.  
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5.4.3.7 MBC_WRITE_COIL Command 
o  Instruction description: 

Write information to the Coil command of the specified number Server, which is used for the Coil type 
to output information from the robot end to the remote device end. 

 
o Prerequisites: 

Applicable software version Command preset state 

HRSS3.3.10 and above Caterpillar1.0.8 and above FINE (pre-read) 

 Modbus Client connection setting needs to be completed; it is a specific command. 
 

o Instruction format:  

MBC_WRITE_COIL ( [Connection number], [Start address], [Data content], [Data length] ) 

 
o Format/parameter description: 

 [Connection No.] is the server number of the connection, and the input range is 1 ~ 4. 
 [Starting address] is the starting address of writing Coil, the starting position starts from 0 (HRSS, 

Caterpillar program starts from 1). 
 [Data content] is the data content to be written. Integer variable writing can be declared for single 

data, and array writing can be declared for multiple data, which can be declared by INT or UINT, 
and the parameter value is 0 or 1. 
(INT is a signed 32-bit integer, ranging from -2147483648(-231) to 2147483647(231-1); UINT is an 
unsigned 32-bit integer, ranging from 0 to 4294967295(232-1)). 

 [Data length] is the number of data to be written into Coil: 1~48. 
 

o Example 1: (write COIL example with variable) 
INT DATA 
MBC_TCP_OPEN(1,"10.177.36.95",502) 
MBC_WRITE_COIL(1, 300, DATA, 1) 

o Example 1 description: 
Open the Modbus TCP Client connection, the server number of the connection is 1, the server IP of 
the connection is "10.177.36.95", and the server port of the connection is 502. 
Modbus Client writes data to the device connected to slave number 1, and writes the data in DATA to 
Coil address 300. 

 
o Example 2: (write COIL example in array) 

INT DATA_ARRAY[3] 
DATA_ARRAY[1] = 1 
DATA_ARRAY[2] = 0 
DATA_ARRAY[3] = 1 
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MBC_TCP_OPEN(1,"10.177.36.95",502) 
MBC_WRITE_COIL(1, 50, DATA_ARRAY, 3) 

o Example 2 description: 
Declare the array name DATA_ARRAY, the array is a 1X3 one-dimensional array, the array value is an 
integer, and the values of DATA_ARRAY[1] ~ DATA_ARRAY[3] are set to 1, 0, and 1 respectively. 
Open the Modbus TCP Client connection, the server number of the connection is 1, the server IP of 
the connection is "10.177.36.95", and the server port of the connection is 502. 
Modbus Client writes data to the device connected with slave number 1, starting from Coil at address 
50, and then writes 3 data in sequence from the values in the DATA_ARRAY array. 
 

o Refer to the relevant instructions: 
MBC_READ_DINPUT, MBC_READ_COIL, MBC_READ_INPUT, MBC_READ_HOLDING 
MBC_WRITE_HOLDING、ARRAY declare array command, Coil.   
MBC_READ_DINPUT, MBC_READ_COIL, MBC_READ_INPUT, MBC_READ_HOLDING, 
MBC_WRITE_HOLDING, ARRAY declare array command, Coil.   
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5.4.3.8 MBC_READ_INPUT Registers Command 
 
o Instruction description: 

Read the input register information command of the specified server number, which is used for the 
input register type robot end to receive the input information of the remote device end. 
o Prerequisites: 

Applicable software version Command preset state 

HRSS3.3.10 and above Caterpillar1.0.8 and above FINE (pre-read) 

 Modbus Client connection setting needs to be completed; it is a specific command. 
o Instruction format: 

MBC_READ_INPUT ( [Connection ID], [Start Address], [Data Content], [Data Type], [Data Length] ) 

o Format/parameter description: 
 [Connection No.] is the server number of the connection, and the input range is 1 ~ 4. 
 [Starting address] is the starting address for reading the Input Register, starting from 0 (1 for HRSS 

and Caterpillar programs). 
 [Data content] is the data content to be written. Integer variable writing can be declared for single 

data, array writing can be declared for multiple data, INT (signed 32-bit integer, range -
2147483648(-231) ~ 2147483647(231-1)) or UINT (unsigned) A 32-bit integer in the range 0 to 
4294967295(232-1)) declared. 

 [Data Type] is the data type in the Holding Register. You can select「'W'」to represent a single word 
(column word),「'D'」to represent a Double Word (double column word, you can read between 
two addresses data conversion value) two types. If 「'D'」is used to read Double Word data, the 
storage order is Low Word first, followed by High Word. 

 [Data length] is the number of data to be read from the Input Register. The input range of 「'W'」
is 1~125, and the range of「'D'」is 1~62. 

o Example: (Read the Input Register Word example) 
INT DATA_ARRAY[4] 
MBC_TCP_OPEN(1,"10.177.36.95",502) 
MBC_READ_INPUT(1, 500, DATA_ARRAY, 'W', 4) 

o Example description: 
Declare the array name DATA_ARRAY, the array is a 1X4 one-dimensional array, and the array value is 
an integer type to store the read value. 
Open the Modbus TCP Client connection, the server number of the connection is 1, the server IP of 
the connection is "10.177.36.95", and the server port of the connection is 502. 
The Modbus Client reads the Input Register input register in the device connected to the slave 
terminal No. 1. The starting address of the Input Register is 500, and then 4 data are read and stored 
in the DATA_ARRAY array in sequence. 
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o Example 2: (Read the Input Register Double Word example) 
Exercise content: If the data in the Input Register address 204 is 24464 and the data in the address 205 
is 1→DATA_ARRAY[1] is 90000. 
INT DATA_ARRAY[2] 
MBC_TCP_OPEN(1,"10.177.36.95",502) 
MBC_READ_INPUT(1, 204, DATA_ARRAY, 'D', 1) 
 

o Example 2 Description 
Declare the array name DATA_ARRAY, the array is a 1X2 one-dimensional array, and the array value is 
an integer type to store the read value. 
Open the Modbus TCP Client connection, the server number of the connection is 1, the server IP of 
the connection is "10.177.36.95", and the server port of the connection is 502. 
The Modbus Client reads the Input Register input register in the connected device with the slave 
number 1, starts from the Input Register address 204, and then reads a set of Double Word data and 
stores it in the DATA_ARRAY array. 
If the data in the input register address 204 is 24464 and the data in the address 205 is 1, the data in 
DATA_ARRAY[1] after reading Double Word is 90000. 
 

o Refer to the relevant instructions: 
MBC_READ_DINPUT, MBC_READ_COIL, MBC_WRITE_COIL, MBC_READ_HOLDING, 
MBC_WRITE_HOLDING, SWAP_WORD, ARRAY declare array command, Input Register.  
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5.4.3.9 MBC_READ_HOLDING Registers Command 
 
o Instruction description: 

The command to read the holding register information of the specified server number is used for the 
holding register type robot to receive the input information of the remote device. 
o Prerequisites: 

Applicable software version Command preset state 

HRSS3.3.10 and above Caterpillar1.0.8 and above FINE (pre-read) 

 Modbus Client connection setting needs to be completed; it is a specific command. 
o Instruction format: 

MBC_READ_HOLDING ( [Connection ID], [Start Address], [Data Content], [Data Type], [Data 
Length] ) 

o Format/parameter description: 
 [Connection No.] is the server number of the connection, and the input range is 1 ~ 4. 
 [Starting Address] It is the starting address for reading the Holding Register, and the starting 

position starts from 0 (1 for HRSS and Caterpillar programs). 
 [Data content] is the data content to be written. Integer variable writing can be declared for single 

data, array writing can be declared for multiple data, INT (signed 32-bit integer, range -
2147483648(-231) ~ 2147483647(231-1)) or UINT (unsigned) A 32-bit integer in the range 0 to 
4294967295(232-1)) declared. 

 [Data Type] is the data type in the Holding Register. You can select 「'W'」to represent a single 
word (column word), 「'D'」 to represent a Double Word (double column word, you can read 
between two addresses) data conversion value two types. If 「'D'」is used to read Double Word 
data, the storage order is Low Word first, followed by High Word. 

 [Data length] is the number of data to be read from the Holding Register, "'W'" can be input in the 
range of 1 ~ 125, and "'D'" can be input in the range of 1 ~ 62. 

o Example 1: (Read the Holding Register Word example) 
INT DATA_ARRAY[3] 
MBC_TCP_OPEN(1,"10.177.36.95",502) 
MBC_READ_HOLDING(1, 1536, DATA_ARRAY, 'W', 3) 

o Example 1 description: 
Declare the array name DATA_ARRAY, the array is a 1X3 one-dimensional array, and the array value is 
an integer type to store the read value. 
Open the Modbus TCP Client connection, the server number of the connection is 1, the server IP of 
the connection is "10.177.36.95", and the server port of the connection is 502. 
Modbus Client reads the Holding Register in the device connected to the slave terminal No. 1, starting 
from the Holding Register address 1536, and in a single Word line, reads three data and stores them 
in the DATA_ARRAY array in sequence. 
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o Example 2: (Read the Holding Register Double Word example) 
Exercise content: If the data in the holding register address 204 is 24464, and the data in the address 
205 is 1→DATA_ARRAY[1] is 90000. 
INT DATA_ARRAY[2] 
MBC_TCP_OPEN(1,"10.177.36.95",502) 
MBC_READ_HOLDING(1, 204, DATA_ARRAY, 'D', 1) 

 
o Example 2 description: 

Declare the array name DATA_ARRAY, the array is a 1X2 one-dimensional array, and the array value is 
an integer type to store the read value.  
Open the Modbus TCP Client connection, the server number of the connection is 1, the server IP of 
the connection is "10.177.36.95", and the server port of the connection is 502. 
The Modbus Client reads the Input Register in the connected device with the slave terminal number 
1, starts from the Input Register address 204, and then reads a Double Word data and stores it in the 
DATA_ARRAY array. 
If the holding register saves the data in the register address 204 as 24464 and the data in the address 
205 as 1, the data in DATA_ARRAY[1] after reading a set of Double Words is 90000. 

 
o Refer to the relevant instructions: 

MBC_READ_DINPUT, MBC_READ_COIL, MBC_WRITE_COIL, MBC_READ_INPUT, 
MBC_WRITE_HOLDING, SWAP_WORD, ARRAY declare the array command, save the Holding 
Register  
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5.4.3.10 MBC_WRITE_HOLDING Registers Command 
 
o Instruction description: 

Write information to the holding register command of the designated number Server, which is used to 
save the holding register type of the register and output information from the robot end to the remote device 
end. 

 
o Prerequisites: 

Applicable software version Command preset state 

HRSS3.3.10 and above Caterpillar1.0.8 and above FINE (pre-read) 

 Modbus Client connection setting needs to be completed; it is a specific command. 
 

o Instruction format: 

MBC_WRITE_HOLDING ( [Connection ID], [Start Address], [Data Content], [Data Type], [Data 
Length] ) 

 
o Format/parameter description: 

 [Connection No.] is the server number of the connection, and the input range is 1 ~ 4. 
 [Starting address] is the starting address for writing to the Holding Register, and the starting 

position starts from 0 (1 for HRSS and Caterpillar programs). 
 [Data content] is the data content to be written. Integer variable writing can be declared for single 

data, array writing can be declared for multiple data, INT (signed 32-bit integer, range -
2147483648(-231) ~ 2147483647(231-1)) or UINT (unsigned) A 32-bit integer in the range 0 to 
4294967295(232-1)) declared. 

 [Data Type] is the data type in the Holding Register, you can choose「'W'」to represent a single 
word (line word),「'D'」to represent a Double Word (double-line word, can read data from two 
addresses) conversion value) two types. If「'D'」is used to read Double Word data, the storage 
order is Low Word first, followed by High Word. 

 [Data length] is the number of data to be written into the Holding Register, 「'W'」can be entered 
in the range of 1 ~ 123, and 「'D'」can be entered in the range of 1 ~ 61. 

 
o Example 1: (Write the Holding Register Word example) 

INT DATA_ARRAY[3] 
DATA_ARRAY[1] = 1 
DATA_ARRAY[2] = 2 
DATA_ARRAY[3] = 3  
MBC_TCP_OPEN(1,"10.177.36.95",502) 
MBC_WRITE_HOLDING(1, 400, DATA_ARRAY, 'W', 3) 
MBC_WRITE_HOLDING(1, 403, 32767, 'W', 1) 
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o Example 1 description: 
Declare the array name DATA_ARRAY, the array is a 1X3 one-dimensional array, the array value is an 
integer, and the values of DATA_ARRAY[1] ~ DATA_ARRAY[3] are set to 1, 2, and 3, respectively. 
Open the Modbus TCP Client connection, the server number of the connection is 1, the server IP of 
the connection is "10.177.36.95", and the server port of the connection is 502. 
The Modbus Client writes the value to the device connected to the slave terminal No. 1, starting from 
the holding register address 400, and writes three data values in the DATA_ARRAY array in sequence 
in a single Word row. 
The Modbus Client writes the value to the connected device of slave number 1, and writes the data 
value 32767 in the holding register address 403. 

o Example 2: (Write the Holding Register Double Word example) 
Exercise content: Write 24464 for the data in the address 204 of the Holding Register, and write 1 for 
the data in the address 205. 
INT DATA_ARRAY[3] 
DATA_ARRAY[1] = 90000 
MBC_TCP_OPEN(1,"10.177.36.95",502) 
MBC_WRITE_HOLDING(1, 204, DATA_ARRAY, 'D', 1) 
 
 

o Example 2 description: 
Declare the array name DATA_ARRAY, the array is a 1X3 one-dimensional array, the array value is an 
integer type, and the value of DATA_ARRAY[1] is set to 90000. 
Open the Modbus TCP Client connection, the server number of the connection is 1, the server IP of 
the connection is "10.177.36.95", and the server port of the connection is 502. 
The Modbus Client writes the value to the connected device of slave number 1, starting from the 
holding register address 204, and then writes it into the DATA_ARRAY array in the form of Double 
Word. 
After DATA_ARRAY[1] is written in Double Word format data 90000, the data in the holding register 
address 204 is 24464, and the data in the address 205 is 1. 
 

o Refer to the relevant instructions: 
MBC_READ_DINPUT, MBC_READ_COIL, MBC_WRITE_COIL, MBC_READ_INPUT, 
MBC_READ_HOLDING, SWAP_WORD, ARRAY declare the array command, and save Holding Register 
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5.4.4. Data processing instructions 
Different machine types may use different standard data types and byte sequences. Data conversion 
instructions are required. Considering the convenience of the client, it is necessary to support floating 
point number conversion and integer number (WORD) exchange functions, and point type the state data 
conversion function increases user flexibility and simplifies program writing. The floating-point number 
conversion uses IEEE 754 format, and the relevant instructions are described in the following subsections. 

5.4.4.1 SWAP_WORD high and low byte conversion instruction 
o Instruction description: 

  Different machine types may use different standard data types and byte sequences, and may have 
opposite high and low bytes (High Word/Low Word) defined by the device. When you need to switch 
to another device, you can use this command to re-arrange and convert, High and low byte conversion 
command, exchange and return the high byte High Word and low byte Low Word of the data value. 
 
For example, if the incoming value is 10, the binary representation is shown as the following, red is the 
incoming value High Word (value 0), and blue 1 is the incoming value Low Word (value 1). The input 
value 65535 is returned as 4294901760 by the high and low byte conversion instruction. 

0000000000000000 111111111111111 

 

 

 

111111111111111 0000000000000000 

 

o Prerequisites: 

Applicable software version Command preset state 

HRSS3.3.10 and above Caterpillar1.0.8 and above FINE (pre-read) 

 
o Instruction format: 

[custom variable name] = SWAP_WORD( [Data variable to be converted] ) 

 
o Format/parameter description: 

 [Data variable to be converted] is the variable to be converted into high and low byte, the variable 
is a 32-bit positive integer value, which can be used in an array. 

 [User-defined variable name] which must be a positive integer, which can be English letters or 
English letters + numbers, but numbers cannot be the first character, and 「-」 cannot be used. 
The returned value is the converted value and will be stored in a custom variable, which is a 32-bit 
positive integer value. 

High Word Low Word 

High Word Low Word 
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Example 1: 

INT DATA1 
DATA1 = 10 
$C[1] = SWAP_WORD(DATA1) 
 

o Example 1 description: 
Declare an integer type DATA1 variable with an initial value of 10. 
The DATA1 variable returns the value to the first count register after the high and low byte conversion 
instruction. The result is 655360. 

 Enter a value of 10：0000000000000000 0000000000001010   

 

 

 

     The return value is 65536: 0000000000001010 0000000000000000   

 
 
 
o Example 2: (using the array method) 

INT DATA_ARRAY[3] ,K 
DATA_ARRAY[1] = 10 
DATA_ARRAY[2] = 11 
DATA_ARRAY[3] = 12 
FOR K = 1 TO 3 STEP 1 

$C[K] = SWAP_WORD(DATA_ARRAY[K]) 
ENDFOR 

 
o Example 2 description: 

Declare integer type K, DATA_ARRAY[3]. Declare the array name DATA_ARRAY, and the array is a 1X3 
one-dimensional array. The values of DATA_ARRAY[1] ~ DATA_ARRAY[3] are set to 10, 11, and 12, 
respectively. 
Use the FOR loop to execute from 1 to 3 for a total of three times, and pass DATA_ARRAY to the count 
register. 
The input value is 10, 11, 12, and the returned value results are 655360, 720896, 789432 after the 
high and low byte conversion instruction. 

o Refer to the relevant instructions: 
IEEE754_ENCODE、IEEE754_ENCODE 

  

High Word Low Word 

High Word Low Word 
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5.4.4.2 IEEE754_ENCODE format floating point number to integer instruction 
 
o Instruction description: 

Because floating-point numbers cannot be transmitted in Modbus communication, the floating-point 
numbers must be converted to integers first when using this command. Convert floating-point data to integer 
type according to IEEE754 single-precision format. (References for IEEE754 single-precision format related 
conversion instructions.) 

 
o Prerequisites: 

Applicable software version Command preset state 

HRSS3.3.10 and above Caterpillar1.0.8 and above FINE (pre-read) 
 
o Instruction format: 

[custom variable name] = IEEE754_ENCODE( [Data variable to be converted] ) 

 
o Format/parameter description: 

 [Data variable to be converted] The variable is a 32-bit integer value, which can be used in an array. 
 [User-defined variable name] is a customized variable name, which must be an integer (INT), which 

can be English letters or English letters + numbers, but numbers cannot be the first character, and 
「-」 cannot be used. The returned value is the converted value and will be stored in a custom 
variable, which is a 32-bit floating point value. 

o Examples: 
INT DATA_A  
REAL DATA = 10.5 
DATA_A = IEEE754_ENCODE(DATA) 
MBC_TCP_OPEN(1,"10.177.36.95",502) 
MBC_WRITE_HOLDING(1, 400, DATA_A, 'W', 1) 
 

o Example description: 
Declare an integer type DATA_A variable. 
Declare a floating-point type DATA variable with an initial value of 10.5. 
Convert the floating-point number DATA to a 32bit integer according to the IEEE754 format floating-
point number to integer instruction and return it to DATA_A. The result is 1093140480. 
After the Modbus connection is made, the Modbus Client writes the value to the connected device 
of slave No. 1, and writes the data in DATA_A to the Holding Register address 400 in a single Word 
format.  

 
o Refer to the relevant instructions: 

IEEE754_DECODE、SWAP_WORD、MBC_TCP_OPEN、MBC_WRITE_HOLDING 
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5.4.4.3 IEEE754_DECODE Format integer to floating point number instruction 
 
o Instruction description: 

Convert floating-point type data to floating-point type according to IEEE754 single-precision format.  
(References for IEEE754 single-precision format related conversion instructions.) 
 

o Prerequisites: 

Applicable software version Command preset state 

HRSS3.3.10 and above Caterpillar1.0.8 and above FINE (pre-read) 

 
o Instruction format: 

[custom variable name] = IEEE754_DECODE ([Data variable to be converted]) 

 
o Format/parameter description: 

 [Data variable to be converted] It is a variable of floating-point type to be converted, and the 
variable is a 32-bit (bit) integer value, which can be used in an array. 

 [User-defined variable name] is a user-defined variable name, which must be a floating-point 
number (REAL), which can be English letters or English letters + numbers, but numbers cannot be 
the first character, and「-」cannot be used. The returned value is the converted value and will be 
stored in a custom variable, which is a 32-bit floating point value. 
 

o Examples: 
INT DATA_A 
REAL DATA 
MBC_TCP_OPEN (1,"10.177.36.95",502) 
MBC_READ_HOLDING (1, 400, DATA_A, 'W', 1) 
DATA = IEEE754_DECODE(DATA_A) 
 

o Example description: 
After the Modbus connection, the Modbus Client reads the Holding Register in the connected device 
with the slave number 1 (the default value is 1093140480), and the starting address of the Holding 
Register is 400, and reads 1 in a single Word format. Data is stored in DATA_A. 
Return the 32bit integer DATA_A to DATA according to the IEEE754 format integer-to-floating-point 
instruction. The result is 10.5. 

o Refer to the relevant instructions: 
IEEE754_ENCODE、SWAP_WORD、MBC_TCP_OPEN、MBC_WRITE_HOLDING.  
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5.4.5. MODBUS CLIENT Commands with example programs 
 

The following example uses the robot as the client master to explain the program command of the above 
Modbus Client command control. 

Example 1: The Robot uses RTU communication to control the XEG electric gripper. 
Example 2: The Robot uses TCP communication to control the robot. 

5.4.5.1 Application example 1: The robot uses RTU communication to control the 
XEG-32 electric gripper 

An example of using a Robot-A to control XEG-64 electric gripper (server end) through Modbus RTU Client 
communication commands 

 
Prerequisites :  The XEG electric gripper uses Modbus RTU communication, and the corresponding position 
of the temporary register refers to the electric gripper data configuration table in Table 55. After the electric 
gripper is ready to be connected, the XEG electric gripper controller C2 uses the corresponding RS485 
transmission line to connect the Robot’ RS485 interface, and you can HIWIN The robotic robot programming 
language opens the connection. 
 

 
Figure 35 Schematic diagram of robot control XEG-32 electric gripper connection  

 
The following first describes the configuration table of the electric gripper data, and then explains the 
application example. 
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Table 55 XEG electric gripper data configuration description table 

Holding 
Register 

Address 
Name Numerical value Description  Hex 

(Hexadecimal) 
Dec 

(Decimal) 

Save 
HOLDING 
REGISTER 

0600h 1536 Gripper model 

2576  
2592 
2593 
2608 
2624 

XEG-16 
XEG-32 
XEG-32-PR 
XEG-48 
XEG-64 

0610h 1552 
Reset return to 

HOME 
0 ~ 1 

0: N/A  
1: Reset 

  
Relative stroke 

command 

Refer to the 
description 
below for each 
parameter 
setting 

 Value range varies by model 

0640h 1600 Direction 0 ~ 1 0: Gripper close; 1: Gripper open 

0641h 1601 Travel itinerary 0 ~ 6400  Unit: 0.01 mm  

0642h 1602 Moving speed 0 ~ 10000  Unit: 0.01 mm/sec 

0643h 1603 Gripping stroke 0 ~ 6400  Unit: 0.01 mm 

0644h 1604 Gripping speed 0 ~ 2000 Unit: 0.01 mm/sec 

0645h 1605 Gripping force 40 ~ 100 % Percentage  

0646h 1606 
Confirmation  

0 ~ 1 
0: N/A;  
1: Parameter setting completed 

Enter 
INPUT 

REGISTER 

0303h 771 

Firmware version 

0 ~ 99 
Example: V2.0.20.535  
(Indicates that the electric gripper 
version is V2.0.20.535) 

0304h 772 0 ~ 99 

0305h 773 0 ~ 99 

0306h 774 0 ~ 9999 

0301h 769 Gripper status 0 ~ 7 

0: Idle; 1: In action (Busy); 
2: In place (Pos);  
3: Hold  
4: Abnormal position (Alarm); 
5: Overtravel (Alarm); 
6: Origin return abnormal (Alarm); 
7: Emergency stop action (Alarm) 
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Table 56 Example 1 XEG-64 Electric Gripper Data Configuration Table 

Holding 
Register 

Address 
Name Numerical value Illustrate Hex 

(hexadecimal) 
Dec 

(decimal) 

Save 
HOLDING 
REGISTER 

0600h 1536 Gripper model 2624 XEG-64 

0610h 1552 
Reset 

return to HOME 
1 1: Reset 

0640h 1600 Direction 0  1: Gripper open 

0641h 1601 Travel itinerary 4600 46mm 

0642h 1602 Moving speed 5000 50mm/sec 

0643h 1603 Gripping stroke 500 5mm 

0644h 1604 Gripping speed 1000 10mm/sec 

0645h 1605 Gripping force 60 60% percentage 

0646h 1606 Flag 1 1: Parameter setting completed 

Enter 
INPUT 

REGISTER 

0303h 771 

Firmware version 

2 
Example: V2.0.20.535 
(Indicates that the electric gripper 
version is V2.0.20.535) 

0304h 772 0 

0305h 773 20 

0306h 774 535 

0301h 769 Gripper status 
0  

or 1 
or 3 

0: idle; 
1: In action (Busy); 
3: Hold  
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o An example of robot program for connecting electric gripper as follows:  
It can be read corresponding to the line, robot program command, and simple program description. 

Sr. 
No 

Robot program command content: Descriptions: 

1 
UINT READ_DATA[10], WRITE_DATA[30] 

INT INDEX =1 

;declare the array name for read (1X10) and 
write (1X30) 
; declare integer variable INDEX (for 
counting) = 1 

2 MBC_TCP_OPEN(1,"127.0.0.1",502) 
;Connection HRSS TCP Server: connection 
number 1, IP address 127.0.0.1, 
communication: 502 

3 MBC_READ_INPUT(1,100, READ_DATA,'W' ,1) ;Read the Input Registers position 100, 
which is the speed ratio of the B arm  

4 $C[1]  = READ_DATA[1] ; output the read value to the $C[1] count 
register 

5 WRITE_DATA[1] = 90 
;Write the Holding Registers position 100, 
set the speed ratio for the B arm to 90%. 

6 
7 

MBC_WRITE_HOLDING(1,100, WRITE_DATA,'W',1) 
MBC_READ_DINPUT(1,300, READ_DATA,8) 

;Read the position 300~307 of Discrete 
Input, to read the status value of 
DI[1]~DI[8] 

8 
9 

10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 

$C[2] = READ_DATA[1] 
$C[3] = READ_DATA[2] 
$C[4] = READ_DATA[3] 
$C[5] = READ_DATA[4] 
$C[6] = READ_DATA[5] 
$C[7] = READ_DATA[6] 
$C[8] = READ_DATA[7] 
$C[9] = READ_DATA[8] 

;Output the read value to $C[2]~$C[9] count 
register, display the status value with it 

16 
17 
18 
19 
20 

WRITE_DATA[1] = 1 
WRITE_DATA[2] = 1 
WRITE_DATA[3] = 0 
WRITE_DATA[4] = 0 
WRITE_DATA[5] = 1 

; Fill the parameters to be written into the 
array 

21 
22 
23 
24 
25 

MBC_WRITE_COIL(1,300, WRITE_DATA,5) 
WHILE  INDEX <= 30  
    WRITE_DATA[INDEX] = 0 
    INDEX ++ 
ENDWHILE 

;Write 5 values of Coil position 300 ~ 304 to 
set the new state value of B arm DO[1] ~ 
DO 5].;The WRITE_DATA array is initialized, 
and all the values of WRITE_DATA[1] ~ 
WRITE_DATA[30] are reset to zero 

26 MBC_WRITE_HOLDING(1,200, WRITE_DATA,'W',1) ;Write the Holding Registers position 200 to 
initialize the command parameter to zero. 
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5.4.5.2 Application example 2: Robot using TCP communication to control another 
robot 

An example of using robot A to control another robot B (which is the HRSS Server) through Modbus TCP 
Client communication commands. (Refer to chapter 5.3.3 of this manual for the corresponding address of 
the Holding Register) 

Prerequisites :  Robot A and robot B are connected via Ethernet. After the Server TCP function is 
enabled from robot B through the Fieldbus setting interface, robot A on the master end can use the HIWIN 
robotic robot programming language to open the connection.  

 
Figure 36 Schematic diagram of robot controlling another robot connection  
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o The example of the interconnection program of two robots as follows:  
It can be read corresponding to the line, robot arm program command, and simple program description. 

Sr.No Programs  Descriptions  
1 UINT READ_DATA[10], WRITE_DATA[30] 

INT INDEX =1 
MBC_TCP_OPEN(1,"127.0.0.1",502) 
 
MBC_READ_INPUT(1,100, READ_DATA,'W' ,1) 
$C[1]  = READ_DATA[1] 
WRITE_DATA[1] = 90 
MBC_WRITE_HOLDING(1,100, WRITE_DATA,'W',1) 
 
MBC_READ_DINPUT(1,300, READ_DATA,8) 
$C[2] = READ_DATA[1] 
$C[3] = READ_DATA[2] 
$C[4] = READ_DATA[3] 
$C[5] = READ_DATA[4] 
$C[6] = READ_DATA[5] 
$C[7] = READ_DATA[6] 
$C[8] = READ_DATA[7] 
$C[9] = READ_DATA[8] 
 
WRITE_DATA[1] = 1 
WRITE_DATA[2] = 1 
WRITE_DATA[3] = 0 
WRITE_DATA[4] = 0 
WRITE_DATA[5] = 1 
MBC_WRITE_COIL(1,300, WRITE_DATA,5) 
WHILE  INDEX <= 30  
    WRITE_DATA[INDEX] = 0 
    INDEX ++ 
ENDWHILE 
MBC_WRITE_HOLDING(1,200, WRITE_DATA,'W',1) 
 
 

;declare the array name for read (1X10) and write (1X30) 

2 ; declare integer variable INDEX (for counting) = 1 

3 ;Connection HRSS TCP Server: connection number 1, IP 

address 127.0.0.1, communication: 502 

4 
5 
6 

;Read the Input Registers position 100, which is the speed 

ratio of the B arm; output the read value to the $C[1] 

count register 

7 
 

;Write the Holding Registers position 100, set the speed 

ratio for the B arm to 90%. 

8 
9 

10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 

;Read the position 300~307 of Discrete Input, to read the 

status value of DI[1]~DI[8] 

;Output the read value to $C[2]~$C[9] count register, 

display the status value with 

 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 

; Fill the parameters to be written into the array 

 

 

 

;Write 5 values of Coil position 300 ~ 304 to set the new 

state value of B arm DO[1] ~ DO 5]. 

23 
24 
25 
26 

;The WRITE_DATA array is initialized, and all the values of 

WRITE_DATA[1] ~ WRITE_DATA[30] are reset to zero 

27 
;Write the Holding Registers position 200 to initialize the 

command parameter to zero. 

(Program continued on next page) 
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(Program continued from previous page) 
Sr.No Programs  Descriptions  
28 
29 
30 
31 
32 
33 
34 
35 
36 
 
 
 
 
 
37 
38 
 
39 
40 
41 
42 
43 

WRITE_DATA[1] = 0 
WRITE_DATA[2] = 0 
WRITE_DATA[3] = 24464 
WRITE_DATA[4] = 1 
WRITE_DATA[15] = 50 
WRITE_DATA[16] = 100 
WRITE_DATA[17] = 1 
WRITE_DATA[18] = 2 
MBC_WRITE_HOLDING(1,201, WRITE_DATA,'W',26) 
 
 
 
 
 
WRITE_DATA[1] = 1 
MBC_WRITE_HOLDING(1,200, WRITE_DATA,'W',1) 
 
MBC_READ_INPUT(1,524,READ_DATA,'W',1) 
WHILE READ_DATA[1] == 2 
    MBC_READ_INPUT(1,524,READ_DATA,'W',1) 
    WAIT SEC 0.1 
ENDWHILE 
MBC_TCP_CLOSE(1) 

;PTP movement command parameter 
setting ( PTP {A1 90} Vel = 50% Acc = 
100% TOOL[1] BASE[2] ) 
;PTP mobile mode 
; Joint coordinate system point 
;A1 axis Low word: 24464 
;A1 axis High word: 1 (other axis value 0) 
;speed percentage: 50% 
;Acceleration percentage: 100% 
;Tool coordinate system number 1 
; base coordinate system number 2 
;Write to Holding Registers positions 201 
~ 226, move the command parameters for 
the PTP command 
;Write to Holding Registers position 200, 
which is the content of the execution 
instruction  
;Read the Input Registers position 524, 
which is the robot state; when the motion 
state is 2 (the robot is in motion), 
Repeat the WHILE loop to judge the 
exercise state until the end of the exercise 

44 
;Close the connection to the HRSS TCP 
Server 
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5.4.5.3 Application example 3: Example of robot reading PLC information using 
TCP communication 

Take Mitsubishi Electric PLC-FX5U as the Modbus TCP Server, and the HIWIN robot as the Modbus 
TCP Client. 

 

Preconditions: 
Connect the Mitsubishi FX5U terminal, click the path in the window: Module Parameter → Ethernet 
Port, and the PLC Modbus settings are as follows: 

 
1. IP Address : 192.168.0.254 (PLC Modbus IP) 
2. Subnet Mask : 255.255.255.0 (PLC subnet mask). 
3. Ethernet Device Configuration The Mod device needs to be added to the PLC, as shown in the figure 
below.  

• Drag Modbus/TCP Connection next to Host Station in Ethernet Device (General). 
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• Confirm that the Port No. is 502 after adding the Modbus/TCP Connection. 

4. Click Device Assignment of MODBUS/TCP Settings to set the parameters of Coil, Input, Input Register 
and Holding Register, as shown in the figure below. 

 
(1) M0 of Coil is the starting address, the visiting point is 200, and the range of Coil is M0 ~ M199. 
(2) M200 of Input is the starting address, the visiting point is 200, and the range of Input is M200 ~ 
M399. 
(3) D0 of Input Register is the starting address, the visiting point is 100, and the range of Input Register 
is D0~D99. 
(4) D100 of the Holding Register is the starting address, the visiting point is 100, and the range of the 
Input Regiser is D100~D199. 
5. After the connection setting of the Mitsubishi FX5U end is completed, set the Remote IP and Port of 
the Fieldbus Setting on the robot end to be the same as those of the PLC, and then the connection can 
be made. 
6. The position correspondence table between PLC (Server) and Robot (Client) is as follows: 

       Device function 

Category 

PLC Robot 

Location Location Features 

Coil M0 ~ M199 0~199 SO 

Discrete Input M200 ~ M399 0~199 SI 

Input Register D0~D99 0~99 SRR 

Holding Register D100~D199 0~99 SRW 

Table PLC and Robot position correspondence table 
You can test whether the connection is complete through the following settings  
(1) When SO[9] of Robot is ON, M8 of PLC will be ON.  
(2) When M208 of PLC is ON, SI [9] of Robot will be ON. 
(3) When the D0 value of PLC is 2, Robot's SRR[1] will be 2. 
(4) When the Robot's SRW[1] value is 4, the PLC's D100 will be 4.  
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o The example of PLC and robot interconnection program is as follows: 
It can be read corresponding to the line, robot arm program command, and simple program description. 

Sr.No Robot program command content:  Robot’s program description  
1 
2 

UINT READ_DATA[10], WRITE_DATA[30] 
INT INDEX =1 
 
E6POINT AP = {X 0,Y 368,Z 293.5,A 180,B 0,C 90} 
 
MBC_TCP_OPEN(1,"192.168.0.254",502) 
 
 
MBC_READ_INPUT(1,50, READ_DATA,'W' ,1) 
$C[1] = READ_DATA[1] 
 
WRITE_DATA[1] = 90 
MBC_WRITE_HOLDING(1,40, WRITE_DATA,'W',1) 
 
 
MBC_READ_DINPUT(1,150, READ_DATA,4) 
$C[2] = READ_DATA[1] 
$C[3] = READ_DATA[2] 
$C[4] = READ_DATA[3] 
$C[5] = READ_DATA[4] 
 

 
 
 
 
 
WRITE_DATA[1] = 1 
WRITE_DATA[2] = 1 
WRITE_DATA[3] = 0 
MBC_WRITE_COIL(1,160, WRITE_DATA,3) 
 
 
IF  $SI[10] == 1  THEN 
MBC_READ_INPUT(1,70, READ_DATA,'W',3) 
AP.X = READ_DATA[1] 
AP.Y = READ_DATA[2] 

; declare the array name for read (1X10)  
and write (1X30). ; Declare integer variable 

INDEX (counting purpose) = 1. 
3 ; declare the position variable point AP, 

XYZABC = (0,368,293.5,180,0,90). 
4  ; Connect HRSS TCP Server: connection  

number 1, IP address 192.168.0.254, port:  
502. 

5 
6 

; Read the value of Input Registers position  
50 (PLC D50), refer to Figure 37; output the  
read value to the $C[1] count register as  
$C[1]=14. 

7 
8 

; Write a value of 90 to Holding Registers 
location 40 (PLC D140), refer to Figure 
38. The starting address of the PLC-side 
Holding Register is D100. 

9 
10 
11 
12 
13 

 ; Read the value of Discrete Input 
position  

150~153 (PLC M350~M353), refer to 
Figure  

39. The starting address of the Discrete  
Input at the PLC end is M200. 
; Output the read value to the $C[2] ~ 

$C[5]  
count register, the display status is  
$C[2]=0, $C[3]=1, $C[4]=0, $ C[5]=1. 
 

14 
15 
16 
17 

 

; Fill the parameters to be written into the 
array 
 
; Write 3 values in Coil position 160 ~ 162  
(PLC M160 ~ M162), refer to Figure 40. 

18 
19 
20 
21 
 

; When $SI[10]=1(TRUE), execute the  
following loop. 
; Read the value of Input Registers position 
70~72 (PLC D70~D72), and overwrite the 
value to X, Y, Z of AP. 
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Sr.No Robot program command content:  Robot’s program description  
22 
23 
24 
25 

AP.Z = READ_DATA[3] 
PTP AP 
ENDIF 
MBC_TCP_CLOSE(1) 

 
; Move to AP point in PTP mode. 
; Close the connection to the HRSS TCP 

Server. 
 

 

 

Figure 37 Schematic diagram of Input Registers position 50 (PLC D50) 

 
Figure 38 Schematic diagram of Holding Registers position 40 (PLC D140) 

 
Figure 39 Schematic diagram of Discrete Input position 150~153 (PLC M350~ M353) 

 
Figure 40 Schematic diagram of Coil position 160~162 (PLC M160~ M162) 
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5.5 MODBUS Transmission Status Monitoring Instructions 

Modbus communication provides monitoring functions of transmission information and status, including 
connection and disconnection status, sending and receiving data packets, etc., and can output display 
information to a USB hard disk device. The Modbus data packets are shown in the table below. The 
monitoring shows the function code and data content in the Modbus transmission packets. Please refer 
to the gray mark in the table below. The data packets sent and received include Read Coils, Read Discrete 
Inputs, and Read Holding Registers., Read Input Registers, Write Coils, Write Holding Registers, and Error 
Response, etc., refer to Table 57 for the corresponding message summary, and the displayed numbers 
are all hexadecimal values. 200 lines of data can be displayed in the monitoring screen. 

 
o Modbus Data Packet Description (The gray marked part is the monitoring display content) 

Client/Master query  
 RTU Message structure 

Slave Address Function Code Data CRC 

 TCP Message structure  
Transaction 

ID Protocal ID Message 
Length 

Slave 
Address 

Function 
Code Data 

Server/Slave respond 
 RTU Message structure 

Slave Address Function Code Data CRC 

 TCP Message structure 
Transaction 

ID Protocal ID Message 
Length 

Slave 
Address 

Function 
Code Data 
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5.5.1. MODBUS Monitoring Function Interface Setting Instructions 
5.5.1.1 HRSS Modbus transmission status monitoring setting steps 
 

A. After opening the HRSS software, switch the user mode into Expert, click the main menu  click 
Display  click Fieldbus  Modbus Monitor interface will appears as shown in Figure 41, the 
displayed numbers are all hexadecimal values.  

 
Figure 41 Schematic diagram of the Modbus Monitor interface of HRSS  

 
B. Tick the Show message window to display the communication message (the screen will be 

constantly refreshed to the normal situation). If there is no tick, the transmission text content will 
not be displayed. 

C. Pull down to select the communication channel Channel1, Channel2. 
D. If it is the client side, select the server number (1 ~ 4) and then use the "Send" button to transmit 

the packet. 
E. To export communication information, insert a USB hard disk into the controller first, and select 

"Export" to export the log file to the USB hard disk. 
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5.5.1.2 Caterpillar's Modbus transmission status monitoring setting steps  
 

A. Open the Caterpillar software, and click Fieldbus  click Modbus Monitor at the bottom of the 
interface as shown in Figure 42, the displayed numbers are all hexadecimal values. 

 
Figure 42 Schematic diagram of Caterpillar's Modbus Monitor interface 

B. Check the Show message window to display the communication message (the screen will be 
refreshed to the normal situation continuously). If it is not ticked, the transmission text will not be 
displayed. 

C. Select the communication channel, Channel1, Channel2. 
D. If it is the client side, select the server number (1 ~ 4) and then use the "Send" button to transmit 

the packet. 
E. To export communication information, insert a USB hard disk into the controller first, and select 

"Export" to export the log file to the USB hard disk. 
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5.5.2. MODBUS Monitoring Transmission Status Message Specifications 
This chapter is the description of Modbus Monitor monitoring messages. For the corresponding brief table, 
please refer to Table 57 (you can click the hyperlink from the monitoring description column). 

Table 57 Modbus transmission status monitoring message correspondence table 

Monitoring 
instructions 

Function 
code 

Data Content 

Discrete Inputs 
Read multiple 

Bit data 
master station 

inquiry 

02h [Start address]  [number of data]   

1 Byte 2 Bytes 2 Bytes   

Slave responds 
02h 

[number of 
bytes] 

[Registers status]   

1 Byte 1 Byte [number of bytes] *1 Byte   

Coil reads 
multiple Bit data 

master query 

01h [Start address] [number of data]   

1 Byte 2 Bytes 2 Bytes   

Slave responds 01h [number of bytes] [Registers status]   

1 Byte 1 Byte [Number of bytes] *1 Byte   
Coil writes 

multiple Bit data 
to the master 
station to ask 

0Fh [Start address] [number of data] [number of bytes] [Registers status] 

1 Byte 2 Bytes 2 Bytes 1 Byte [number of bytes] 
*1 Byte 

Slave responds 0Fh [number of bytes] [number of data]   

1 Byte 2 Bytes 2 Bytes   
Input Registers 
Read multiple 

Word data 
master station 

inquiry 

04h [Start address] [number of data]   

1 Byte 2 Bytes 2 Bytes   

Slave responds 04h [number of bytes] [Registers status]   

1 Byte 1 Byte [number of bytes] *2 Bytes   
Holding 

Registers 
Read multiple 

Word data 
master station 

inquiry 

03h [Start address] [number of data]   

1 Byte 2 Bytes 2 Bytes   
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Monitoring 
instructions 

Function 
code 

Data Content 

Slave responds 03h [number of bytes] [Registers status]   

1 Byte 1 Byte [number of bytes] *2 Bytes   
Holding 

Registers 
Write multiple 

Word data 
master station 

inquiry 

10h [Start address] [number of data] [number of bytes] [Registers status] 

1 Byte 2 Bytes 2 Bytes 1 Byte [number of bytes] 
*2 Bytes 

Slave responds 10h [Start address] [number of data]   
1 Byte 2 Bytes 2 Bytes   

 
Remarks: The gray background color is the query content of the master station, and the white background 
color is the response content of the slave station. Both will be displayed in the monitoring screen. The 
displayed numbers are all hexadecimal values, and h is added after the value. 
 

5.5.2.1 Display Modbus connection and disconnection information 
Modbus connection and disconnection both will display respective information on the monitoring screen. 
Refer to Figure 43 to illustrate the display of Channel1 Modbus TCP server successful connection and 
disconnection status. The displayed numbers are all hexadecimal values. 

 
Figure 43 Schematic diagram of TCP Server connection and disconnection  
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5.5.2.2 Display Discrete Inputs to read multiple Bit data 
o Description 

In the Modbus monitoring screen, the function code 02h is displayed, and multiple Bit data (Read 
Discrete Inputs) are continuously read from the Discrete Inputs register starting address (Starting 
Address), and the displayed numbers are all hexadecimal values. 

o Master query 

The master station displays: 
Send to server [function 

code] 
[start 
address] 

[number of 
data] 

  
Slave display: Receive from 
client 

Number of data 1 Byte  2 Bytes 2 Bytes   
 [Function code] is 02h, and multiple Bit data are read by Discrete Inputs. 
 [Start address] is the start address of reading Discrete Inputs. 
 [Number of data] is the number of data read from Discrete Inputs, the range is 1~07D0h (2000). 

 
o Slave responds 

The main station shows: 
Receive from server 

[function 
code] 

[number of 
bytes] 

[Holding Register 
status] 

  
Slave display: Send to client 

Number of data 1 Byte  1 Byte [number of bytes]*1 
Byte 

  

 [Function code] is 02h, read multiple Bit data by Discrete Inputs. 
 [Number of Bytes] is the number of bytes occupied by the read data. Eight Bit data is one byte 

(8Bits=1 Byte). Unconditional carry. 
 [Register Status] The signal changes to hexadecimal to indicate the status of the register data. 

 
o Examples 

 Master query 
02 01 2C 00 05 
1) Function code 02h reads multiple Bit data from Discrete Inputs. 
2) The starting address is 012Ch (300). 
3) Read the number of data 5h (5) Discrete Inputs values. 
 

 Slave responds 
02 01 13 
1) Function code 02h reads multiple Bit data from Discrete Inputs. 
2) Unconditional carry of [number of data]/8, 5/8=0.625 unconditional carry->1, the number of 

bytes is 1. 
3) 012Ch (300) to 0130h (304) from left to right are: On-On-Off-Off-On, converted to binary as 

0001 0011 binary and hexadecimal as 13h 
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5.5.2.3 Display coil to read multiple Bit data 
o Description  

In the Modbus monitoring screen, the function code 01h is displayed, and multiple Bit data (Read Coils) 
are continuously read from the Coil register starting address, and the displayed numbers are all 
hexadecimal values. 

o Master query 

The master station displays: 
Send to server [function 

code] 
[start 
address] 

[number of 
data] 

  
Slave display: Receive from 
client 

Number of data 1 Byte 2 Bytes 2 Bytes   
 [Function code] 01h is to read multiple Bit data from the COIL. 
 [Start address] is the start address of reading Coil. 
 [Number of data] is the number of data to read Coil, the range is 1~2000 (07D0h). 
 

o Slave responds 

The main station shows: 
Receive from server 

[function 
code] 

[number of 
bytes] 

[Holding Register 
status] 

  
Slave display: Send to client 

Number of data 1 Byte  1 Byte [number of bytes]*1 
Byte 

  

 [Function code] is 01h, and COIL reads multiple Bit data. 
 [Number of Bytes] is the number of bytes occupied by the read data. Eight bits of data are one byte 

(8Bits=1 Byte), so the number of bytes is the number of data requested by the master station/8 
unconditional carry.  

 [Register Status] The signal changes to hexadecimal to indicate the status of the register data. 
 

o Examples 
 Master query 

01 01 2C 00 05    
1) Function code 01h reads multiple Bit data by Coil. 
2) The starting address is 012Ch (300). 
3) Read 0005h (5) COIL values. 

 
 Slave responds 

01 01 13 
1) Function code 01h reads multiple Bit data by Coil. 
2) Unconditional carry of [number of data]/8, 5/8=0.625 unconditional carry->1, the number of 

bytes is 1. 
3) 012Ch (300) to 0130h (304) from left to right are: On-On-Off-Off-On, converted to binary as 

0001 0011 binary and hexadecimal as 13h. 
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5.5.2.4 Display coil to write multiple Bit data 

o Description  

In the Modbus monitoring screen, the function code 0Fh is displayed, and multiple Bit data (Write Coils) are 

continuously written from the Coil register starting address, and the displayed numbers are all hexadecimal values. 

o Master query 

The master station displays: Send 

to server 
[Function 

Code] 

[start 

address] 

[number of 

data] 

[number of 

bytes] 

[Holiding Register 

status] 
Slave display: Receive from client 

Number of data 1 Byte  2 Bytes 2 Bytes 1 Byte [number of bytes]*1 
Byte 

 [Start address] is 0Fh, write the start address of Coil. 

 [Number of data] is the number of data written to Coil, the range is 1~07B0h (1968). 

 [Number of Bytes] is the number of bytes occupied by the read data. Eight Bit data is one bit (8Bits=1 Byte), 

and the number of bytes is the unconditional carry of [Number of Data]/8. 

 [Register Status] The signal changes to hexadecimal to indicate the status of the register data. 

o Slave responds 

The main station shows: Receive 

from server 
[function 

code] 

[number of 

bytes] 
[number of data]   

Slave display: Send to client 

Number of data 1 Byte  2 Bytes 2 Bytes   
 [Function code] is 0Fh, COIL writes multiple Bit data. 

 [Start address] is the start address of writing Coil. 

 [Number of data] is the number of data written to Coil. 

o Examples 

 Master query 

0F 01 2C 00 05 01 13 

1) Function code 0Fh writes multiple Bit data for COIL. 

2) The starting address is 012Ch (300). 

3) Write 0005h (5) COIL values. 

4) Write the unconditional carry of [number of data]/8, 5/8=0.625 unconditional carry->1, the number of 

bytes is 1. 

5) The 5 pieces of data to be written are from left to right: On-On-Off-Off-On, the conversion to binary is 

0001 0011 binary, and the hexadecimal is 13 h. 

 Slave responds 

0F 01 2C 00 05 

1) Function code 0Fh writes multiple Bit data for Coil. 

2) The starting address is 012Ch (300). 

3) Number of written data 5 
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5.5.2.5 Display Input Registers to read multiple Word data 
o Description  

In the Modbus monitoring screen, the function code 04h is displayed, and multiple Word data (Read 
Input Registers) are continuously read from the Starting Address of the Input Registers, and the 
displayed numbers are all hexadecimal values. 

o Master query 

The master station displays: 
Send to server [Function 

Code] 
[start 
address] 

[number of 
data] 

  
Slave display: Receive from 
client 

Number of data 1 Byte  2 Bytes 2 Bytes   
 [Function code] is 04h, read multiple Word data from Input Registers. 
 [Start address] is the start address of reading Input Registers. 
 [Number of data] is the number of data read from Input Registers, the range is 1~007Dh (125). 

 
o Slave responds 

The main station shows: 
Receive from server 

[Function 
Code] 

[number of 
bytes] 

[Holding register 
status] 

  
Slave display: Send to client 

Number of data 1 Byte  1 Byte [number of bytes]*2 
Bytes 

  

 [Function code] is 04h, read multiple Word data from Input Registers. 
 [Number of Bytes] is the number of bytes occupied by the read data. One Word data is equal to 2 

bytes (1word=2bytes), so the number of bytes is the [Number of Data] *2 asked by the master 
station. 

 [Register Status] The signal is converted to hexadecimal to indicate the register data. 
 

o Examples 
 Master query 

04 00 64 00 02 
1) Function code 04h reads multiple Word data from Input Registers. 
2) The starting address is 0064h (100). 
3) Read the value of 0002h (2) Input Registers. 

 
 Slave responds 

04 04 00 5a 00 00 
1) Function code 04h reads multiple Word data from Input Registers. 
2) The number of bytes is [number of data]*2, and the number of bytes occupied by the read data 

is 2*2=4. 
3) If the 2 data in the starting position of Input Registers 0064h (100) are 005Ah (90) and 0000h (0). 
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5.5.2.6 Display holding registers (Holding Registers) to read multiple Word data 
o Description  

In the Modbus monitoring screen, the function code 03h is displayed, and multiple Word data (Read 
Holding Registers) are continuously read from the Starting Address of the Holding Registers, and the 
displayed numbers are all hexadecimal values. 

o Master query 

The master station displays: 
Send to server 

[function code] [start address] [number of data]  
Slave display: Receive from 
client 

Number of data 1 Byte 2 Bytes 2 Bytes  
 [Function code] is 03h, multiple Word data are read by Holding Registers. 
 [Starting Address] is the starting address for reading the Holding Registers.  
 [Number of data] is the number of data read from Holding Registers, the range is 1~007Dh (125). 

 
o Slave responds 

The main station shows: Receive 
from server [function code] [number of bytes] [Holing register status] 
Slave display: Send to client 

Number of data 1 Byte 1 Byte [number of bytes]*2 Bytes 
 [Function code] is 03h, multiple Word data are read by Holding Registers. 
 [Number of Bytes] is the number of bytes occupied by the read data. One Word data is equal to 2 

bytes (1word=2bytes), so the number of bytes is the [Number of Data]*2 asked by the master 
station. 

 [Register Status] Indicates the register data in hexadecimal. 
 

o Examples 
 Master query 

03 01 90 00 02 
1) Function code 03h reads multiple Word data from Holding Registers. 
2) The start address is 0190h (400). 
3) Read the value of 0002h (2) Holding Registers. 

 
 Slave responds 

03 04 01 90 00 00 
1) Function code 03h reads multiple Word data from Holding Registers. 
2) The number of read data is 2, and the number of bytes occupied by the read data is 04h (4). 
3) If the starting position of the Holding Registers is 0064h (100), the two data are 005Ah (90) and 

0000h (0).  
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5.5.2.7 Display holding registers to write multiple Word data  
o Description  

In the Modbus monitoring screen, the function code 0x10 is displayed, and multiple Word data (Write 
Holding Registers) are continuously written from the Starting Address of the Holding Registers, and the 
displayed numbers are all hexadecimal values. 

o Master query 

The master station displays: 
Send to server [function 

code] 
[start 

address] 
[number of 

data] 
[number of 

bytes] 
[Holding register 

status] Slave display: Receive from 
client 

Number of data 1 Byte 2 Bytes 2 Bytes 1 Byte [number of 
bytes]*2 Byte 

 [Function code] is 10, holding Registers write multiple Word data. 
 [Start address] is the start address for writing to the Holding Registers. 
 [Number of data] is the number of data written into the Holding Registers, ranging from 1 to 1968 

(07B0h). 
 [Number of Bytes] is the number of bytes occupied by the read data. One Word data is equal to 2 

bytes (1word=2bytes), so the number of bytes is the [Number of Data] *2 asked by the master 
station.  

 [Register Status] Indicates the data status of the holding register in hexadecimal. 
o Slave responds 

The main station shows: Receive from 
server [function code] [start address] [number of data]  
Slave display: Send to client 

Number of data 1 Byte 2 Bytes 2 Bytes  
 [Function code] is 10, holding Registers write multiple Word data. 
 [Start address] is the start address for writing to the Holding Registers. 
 [Number of data] is the number of data written into the Holding Registers. 

o Examples 
 Master query 

10 00 c9 00 03 06 00 6f 00 de 01 4d 
1) Function code 10 Holding Registers writes multiple Word data.  
2) The start address is 00C9h (201).  
3) The number of data is the value written in 0003h (3) Holding Registers. 
4) Take the number of data 3, and read the number of bytes occupied by the data 06h (6).  
5) The written data are: 006Fh (111), 00DEh (222), 014Dh (333). 

 Slave responds 
10 00 c9 00 03 

1) Function code 10 Holding Registers writes multiple Word data. 
2) The start address is 00C9h (201). 
3) Write data number 0003h (3).  
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Appendix I. References  
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5. IEEE754 conversion instructions: https://zh.wikipedia.org/wiki/ieee_754  
6. IEEE754 online converter: https://www.binaryconvert.com/convert_float.html  
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Appendix II. MODBUS calculation method Description 
Modbus 32bit Description of calculation method 
The data type in the Modbus register is Signed 16 bit (16 bits with a negative sign), and the 
highest binary bit (215) is used for recording the positive/negative sign. The data range that the 
register can store is -32768 ~ 32767, which is equivalent to the value within 65536, and the 
value exceeding 32768 needs to be converted with a negative sign. Please refer to Figure 44 for 
an example of the data bit conversion. 

 
Figure 44 Example of conversion of 16-bit data with negative sign (Signed 16 bit)  

 
When the data content exceeds the 16-bit value range (above 65536), the data is stored in two 
registers, Low word (low byte) and High word (high byte), and the data higher than 16 bits is 
recorded in High word, the data in 16 bits is recorded in the low word, and the storage data 
range can be expanded to -21,147,483,648 (-232) ~ 2,147,483,647 by using two temporary 
registers. Refer to Figure 45 for description, and the following paragraphs describe the 
calculation of the data in the temporary registers’ way. 

 
Table 58 Modbus data range description 

Data range Data type Description 
-32768 ~ 32767 Signed 16 bit 215 = 32768 

-21,147,483,648~ 2,147,483,647 Signed 32 bit 
Stored in the low word 
and high word registers 

Remark: 215=32768, 216=65536, 231=2,147,483,648  
 

 

Figure 45 Data recording method of more than 16 bits  
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o Convert from 16-bit with negative sign (Low word, High word) to the original value Description: 
1. First determine whether the Low word is a positive or negative number 
2. If the Low word is a positive number: 

Original value = 65536 * High word + Low word. 

  If Low word is negative: 

Original value = 65536 * (High word + 1) + Low word. 

 (Note: High + 1 is the Low value plus 65536) 
 
The calculation method can refer to the following example 
 Example 1 (Low word is a positive number): 

Description Numerical value Unit description 

A1 joint angle 
Low word 25294 

Unit: 0.001 degree  
High word 1 

 A1 = (65536 * 1 + 25294) *10−3= 90.83 degree 
Description: The first axis angle value is 65536 multiplied by the high word value 1, plus the low word 

value 25294, and finally multiplied by the unit 0.001 degrees, the result is 90.83 degrees. 
 
 Example 2 (Low word is negative): 

Description Numerical value Unit description 
Cartesian coordinate 

position X axis 
Low word -6742 

Unit: 0.001mm 
High word -7 

 X= 65536 * ((-7) + 1) + (-6742)) *10−3= -399.958 mm 
Description: The X-axis position value is 65536 times the high word value (-7+1), plus the low word 

value -6742, and finally multiplied by the unit 0.001 mm, the result is -399.958 mm. 
 

o Convert the original value to 16-bit with negative sign (Low word, High word) Description: 
1. Decompose the original value into a negative 16-bit (signed) calculation formula: 

Original value = quotient * 65536 + remainder (Remainder must be positive) 

 If the original value is negative, the quotient is the value after the original value/65536 is 
unconditionally carried over, and the remainder is the positive remainder obtained after using the 
quotient. 
Example: -65535 = (-1) * 65536 +1. where -1 is the quotient and 1 is the remainder. 
 

2. High word= quotient 
  Low word= remainder (Must be converted to Signed form) 
  Signed form → if the remainder is less than 32767: Low word=remainder 
  Signed form → if the remainder is greater than 32767: Low word=remainder-65536 
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Description Numerical value Unit description 

Raw value 
Low word 

Low word=Remainder 
(Must be converted to 

Signed form) 

Unit: 
0.001 degree 
(degree) or 0.001 
mm (mm) High word High word=quotient 

 
 Example 1 (positive number) 

Cartesian coordinate position X-axis position 300mm=300000(0.001mm) 
300000 = 4 * 65536 + 37856.  
Explain that the quotient (High word) is 4, and 37856 is the remainder (Low word) 
Remainder conversion: 37856 > 32767→ Low word=37856 – 65536 = -27680 

Description Numerical value Unit description 
Cartesian coordinate 

position X axis 
300mm 

Low word -27680 
Unit: 
0.001 mm (mm) High word 

4 

 Example 2 (negative number) 
Cartesian coordinate position X-axis position -300mm=-300000(0.001mm) 
-300000 = (-5) * 65536 + 27680 
Explain that the quotient (High word) is -5, and 27680 is the remainder (Low word) 
Remainder conversion: 27680 < 32767→ Low word= 27680 

Description Numerical value Unit description 
Cartesian coordinate 

position X axis 
-300mm 

Low word 27680 
Unit: 
0.001 mm (mm) High word 

-5 

 
Remarks: 215=32768, 216=65536, 231=2,147,483,648  
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Appendix III. MODBUS Clinet Summary Table 
For the users conveniennt, this integration table is made for quick reference. 

Table 59 Modbus Client command summary table 
Modbus Client Instruction Description  

MBC_RTU_OPEN   
([number of connections], [Connection station number], 
[Transmission rate], [Parity Check Information], [data bit], [stop bit 
information], [serial port number]) 

Open Modbus RTU Client 
connection 

MBC_RTU_CLOSE () 
Close the Modbus RTU CLIENT 
connection 

MBC_TCP_OPEN  
([connection number],[IP address],[communication port]) 

Open Modbus RTU Client 
connection 

MBC_TCP_CLOSE ([connection number]) 
Close the Modbus RTU CLIENT 
connection 

MBC_READ_DINPUT   
([connection number], [start address],[data content],[data length]) 

Read discrete input  

MBC_READ_COIL 
([connection number], [start address],[data content],[data length]) 

Read coil  

MBC_WRITE_COIL 
([connection number], [ start address],[ data content],[ data length]) 

Write coil  

MBC_READ_INPUT 
([connection number],[start address],[data content],[data type],[data 
length]) 

Read input Registers 

MBC_READ_HOLDING  
([connection number],[start address],[data content],[data type],[data 
length])  

Read Holding Registers 
 

MBC_WRITE_HOLDING  
([connection number],[start address],[data content],[data 
type],[data length]) 

Write Holding Registers 
 

Data Processing Function Description  

SWAP_WORD ([Convert data])  
High and low column character 
conversion 

IEEE754_ENCODE ([Convert data]) IEEE754 Format float to integer 

IEEE754_DECODE ([Convert data]) 
IEEE754 Format integer to 
floating point 
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